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Technology and Equipment Committee 

Agency Report 

Petition for Special Need Adjustment for Fixed Cardiac Catheterization 

Equipment in Wake County in the 

Proposed 2016 State Medical Facilities Plan 

 
 
Petitioner: 

Rex Healthcare 
4420 Lake Boone Trail 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
 

 

Contact: 

Erick Hawkins 
System Vice President, Heart and Vascular Services 
(919) 784-4586 
Erick.Hawkins@rexhealth.com 
 
 

Request: 

Rex Healthcare (Rex) respectfully petitions the State Health Coordinating Council (SHCC) to 
create an adjusted need determination for one additional unit of fixed cardiac catheterization 
equipment in Wake County in the North Carolina 2016 State Medical Facilities Plan (SMFP). 
 
 

Background Information: 

The Proposed 2016 SMFP provides two standard need determination methodologies for cardiac 
catheterization equipment. Methodology One is the standard methodology for determining need 
for additional fixed cardiac catheterization equipment and Methodology Two is the need 
determination methodology for shared fixed cardiac catheterization equipment. Application of 
these methodologies to utilization data in the Proposed 2016 SMFP does not generate a need 
determination for fixed or shared fixed cardiac catheterization equipment in Wake County. 
 
Chapter Two of the Proposed 2016 SMFP allows persons to petition for an adjusted need 
determination in consideration of “unique or special attributes of a particular geographic area or 
institution…,” if they believe their needs are not addressed by the standard methodology.  Rex 
has submitted a petition to add a need determination for one unit of fixed cardiac catheterization 
equipment in Wake County. Rex is requesting the adjusted need determination based on “the 
unique utilization trends faced by Rex”. 
 
There are several providers in Wake County that offer cardiac catheterization services. Wake 
County has a total of 17 cardiac catheterization machines in the Proposed 2016 SMFP. Of those, 
Rex has a total current inventory four machines. Using the standard methodology of 80% 
utilization, the number of machines for Wake County and Rex is 12.33 and 5.00, respectively. 
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Thus, in the Proposed 2016 SMFP Rex has a one machine deficit and Wake County has a 4.67 
machine surplus as seen in Table 1 below. 
 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Total Number of Procedures 1288* 202 357 262 770 967 701 366 447 393
No of Machines in Inventory 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

1.07 0.17 0.30 0.22 0.64 0.81 0.58 0.30 0.37 0.33

Total Number of Procedures 3,897 4,015 3,646 3,616 3,489 3,002 3,132 3,875 5,029 6,006
No of Machines in Inventory 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

3.25 3.35 3.04 3.01 2.91 2.50 2.61 3.23 4.19 5.00

Total Number of Procedures 11,984 11,698 11,657 12,312 12,108 12,618 12,130 10,535 8,570 8,172
No of Machines in Inventory 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

9.99 9.75 9.71 10.26 10.09 10.52 10.11 8.78 7.14 6.81

Total Number of Procedures 498 405 418 393 325 382 325 282 222 223
No of Machines in Inventory 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

0.42 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.19

Total Number of Procedures 17,667 16,319 16,077 16,582 16,692 16,969 16,287 15,057 14,268 14,794
No of Machines in Inventory 10 13 14 15 16 16 16 17 17 17
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

14.72 13.60 13.40 13.82 13.91 14.14 13.57 12.55 11.89 12.33

Table 1:  Wake County Fixed Cardiac Catheterization Equipment and Weighted Procedures, 2005-2014

*Duke Raleigh reported 1288 procedures on the 2006 HLRA, but no fixed cardiac catheterization machine was reported in the plan as in use and procedures were 
not reported as mobile.

Duke Raleigh 

Hospital

Rex Hospital

WakeMed

WakeMed-Cary

County Totals

Note: The number of machines assigned to each facility is not based on the number that were actually operated by the facility, but the number of  machines listed in 
the inventory for each facility in  each year's state medical facility plan. 

 
Sources: 2006-2015 SMFP’s; Proposed 2016 SMFP 
 
 

Analysis/Implications: 

In the face of steady increases and aging of the population, in North Carolina cardiac 
catheterization has remained fairly stable over the last decade. Table 2 illustrates the compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) and the overall change in the weighted procedures for both Wake 
County and North Carolina from 2005 to 2014. In Wake County, the last 10 years of data shows 
an average annual CAGR of -1.76%, a decline, while the NC CAGR over the same time period 
had an average annual decline of –1.94%. This indicates a slow and steady reduction in the 
number of procedures in both regions, with Wake County experiencing a slower decline than the 
state overall. 
 
However, the data presented in Table 2 provides an opportunity to review these utilization trends 
on an annual basis. In 2014, the most recent data year, Wake County demonstrates an increase in 
the annual number of procedures by 3.69% while the state experienced a steeper decline of      
-3.37%. Thus, Wake County is experiencing recent unique growth as compared to statewide 
trends. 
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2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
CAGR 

2005-2014

Wake

Total 

Procedures 

(weighted)

17,667 16,319 16,077 16,582 16,692 16,969 16,287 15,057 14,268 14,794

Annual Change -7.63% -1.48% 3.14% 0.66% 1.66% -4.02% -7.55% -5.24% 3.69%

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2013
CAGR 

2005-2014

NC

Total 

Procedures 

(weighted)

129,104 118,892 113,643 119,910 115,865 115,017 114,567 112,060 109,885 106,185

Annual Change -7.91% -4.41% 5.51% -3.37% -0.73% -0.39% -2.19% -1.94% -3.37%

-1.94%

-1.76%

Table 2: Wake and NC Cardiac Catheterization Growth from 2005-2014

 
Sources: 2006-2015 SMFP’s; Proposed 2016 SMFP 
 
Rex’s petition suggests they have had unique utilization trends in recent years. The petition cites 
an increase in procedure volume as a result of the professional affiliation with Wake Heart & 
Vascular Associates (WHV). A review of the data in Table 3 provides further support of support 
of this assertion. 
 
As seen in Table 3 below, Rex Hospital is the only provider in Wake County that has shown a 
consistent increase in the number of procedures over the last five years of data. More notably, 
Rex, in the most recent two years, has demonstrated utilization greater than 80%- the utilization 
threshold for determining a need in the health service area. Application of the methodology does 
generate deficits for this facility for both years. However, the standard methodology considers 
procedure volume and number of machines of the entire service area. Thus, Rex’s deficit is 
offset by a surplus of machines in Wake County as a whole. Finally, Rex’s utilization has 
increased from 84% last year to 100% in the most current year of data, which calculates to the 
equivalent of one machine.  
 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Total weighted procedures 1,288* 202 357 262 770 967 701 366 447 393
No of Machines 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Procedures for 100% Utilization 0 1,500 1,500 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 4,500 4,500 4,500
Utilization 0% 13% 24% 9% 26% 32% 23% 8% 10% 9%

Total weighted procedures 3,897 4,015 3,646 3,616 3,489 3,002 3,132 3,875 5,029 6,006
No of Machines 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Procedures for 100% Utilization 3000 4,500 4,500 4,500 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
Utilization 130% 89% 81% 80% 58% 50% 52% 65% 84% 100%

Total weighted procedures 11,984 11,698 11,657 12,312 12,108 12,618 12,130 10,535 8,570 8,172
No of Machines 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Procedures for 100% Utilization 10500 12,000 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500
Utilization 114% 97% 86% 91% 90% 93% 90% 78% 63% 61%

Total weighted procedures 498 405 418 393 325 382 325 282 222 222
No of Machines 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Procedures for 100% Utilization 1500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
Utilization 33% 27% 28% 26% 22% 25% 22% 19% 15% 15%

Note: The number of machines assigned to each facility is not based on the number that were actually operated by the facility, but the number of  machines listed in the inventory 
for each facility in  each year's state medical facility plan. 
*Duke Raleigh reported 1288 procedures on the 2006 HLRA, but no fixed CC machine was reported in the plan as in use and procedures were not reported as mobile.

Duke Raleigh 

Hospital

Rex Hospital 

WakeMed

WakeMed Cary

Table 3: Wake County Cardiac Catheterization Procedures by Facility, 2005 to 2014

 
Sources: 2006-2015 SMFP’s; Proposed 2016 SMFP 
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Agency Recommendation: 

The Agency supports the standard methodology for fixed cardiac catheterization equipment. As 
discussed above, the deficits at Rex in the last two years have been offset by the surpluses at 
other facilities in Wake County. While cardiac catheterization procedures are declining 
statewide, Wake County showed an increase in the current data year. Wake County and Rex 
Healthcare are experiencing recent increases in the utilization of cardiac catheterization 
laboratories. Given available information and comments submitted by the August 14, 2015 
deadline date for comments on petitions and comments, and in consideration of factors discussed 
above, the agency recommends approval of the petition.  
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Technology and Equipment Committee 

Agency Report  

Petition for Special Need Adjustment for Fixed Cardiac Catheterization 

Equipment in Wake County in the  

Proposed 2015 State Medical Facilities Plan 

 
 
Petitioner: 

Rex Healthcare 
4420 Lake Boone Trail 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
 
 

Contact: 

Erick Hawkins 
System Vice President, Heart and Vascular Services 
(919) 784-4586 
Erick.Hawkins@rexhealth.com 
 
 
Request: 

Rex Healthcare (Rex) respectfully petitions the State Health Coordinating Council (SHCC) to 
create an adjusted need determination for one additional unit of fixed cardiac catheterization 
equipment in Wake County in the 2015 State Medical Facilities Plan. 
 
Background Information: 

The Proposed 2015 State Medical Facilities Plan (SMFP) provides two standard need 
determination methodologies for cardiac catheterization equipment.  Methodology One is the 
standard methodology for determining need for additional fixed cardiac catheterization 
equipment and Methodology Two is the need determination methodology for shared fixed 
cardiac catheterization equipment.  Application of these methodologies to utilization data in the 
Proposed 2015 SMFP does not generate a need determination for fixed or shared fixed cardiac 
catheterization equipment in Wake County. 
 
Chapter Two of the North Carolina Proposed 2015 SMFP allows persons to petition for an 
adjusted need determination in consideration of “unique or special attributes of a particular 
geographic area or institution…,” if they believe their needs are not addressed by the standard 
methodology.  Rex has submitted a petition to add a need determination for one unit of fixed 
cardiac catheterization equipment in Wake County.  Rex is requesting the adjusted need 
determination based on “the unique utilization trends faced by Rex”. 
 
There are several providers in Wake County that offer cardiac catheterization services.  Wake 
County has a total of 17 cardiac catheterization machines in the Proposed 2015 SMFP.  Of those, 
Rex has a current total inventory four machines. Using the standard methodology of 80% 
utilization, the number of calculated machines for Wake County and Rex is 11.89 and 4.19 
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respectively.  Thus, in the Proposed 2015 SMFP Rex has a 0.19 machine deficit and Wake 
County has a 5.11 machine surplus as seen in Table 1 below.  
 
 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total Number of Procedures 0 1288* 202 357 262 770 967 701 366 447
No of Machines in Inventory 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

0.00 1.07 0.17 0.30 0.22 0.64 0.81 0.58 0.30 0.37

Total Number of Procedures 4,206 3,897 4,015 3,646 3,616 3,489 3,002 3,132 3,875 5,029
No of Machines in Inventory 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

3.50 3.25 3.35 3.04 3.01 2.91 2.50 2.61 3.23 4.19

Total Number of Procedures 11,709 11,984 11,698 11,657 12,312 12,108 12,618 12,130 10,535 8,570
No of Machines in Inventory 5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

9.76 9.99 9.75 9.71 10.26 10.09 10.52 10.11 8.78 7.14

Total Number of Procedures 567 498 405 418 393 325 382 325 282 222
No of Machines in Inventory 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

0.47 0.42 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.19

Total Number of Procedures 16,482 17,667 16,319 16,077 16,582 16,692 16,969 16,287 15,057 14,268
No of Machines in Inventory 8 10 13 14 15 16 16 16 17 17
Machines required based on 80% 
Utilization

13.74 14.72 13.60 13.40 13.82 13.91 14.14 13.57 12.55 11.89

Table 1:  Wake County Fixed Cardiac Catheterization Equipment from 2004 to 2013

*Duke Raleigh reported 1288 procedures on the 2006 HLRA, but no fixed cardiac catheterization machine was reported in the plan as in use and procedures were 
not reported as mobile.

Duke Raleigh 

Hospital

Rex Hospital

WakeMed

WakeMed-Cary

County Totals

Note: The number of machines assigned to each facility is not based on the number that were actually operated by the facility, but the number of  machines listed in 
the inventory for each facility in  each year's state medical facility plan. 

 
2006-2014 SMFP’s; Proposed 2015 SMFP 
 
Analysis/Implications: 

In the face of steady increases and aging of the population, in NC cardiac catheterization has 
remained fairly stable over the last decade.  Table 2 illustrates the compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) and the overall change in the weighted procedures for both Wake County and NC from 
2004 to 2013.  In Wake County, the last 10 years of data shows an average annual CAGR of                    
 -1.09%, a decline, while the NC CAGR over the same time period had an average annual 
decline of - 2.02%.  This indicates a slow and steady reduction in the number of procedures in 
both regions, with Wake County experiencing a slower decline than the state overall.  These 
figures add up significantly when looking at the cumulative change percentage.  In the last 10 
years Wake County and NC have experienced declines greater than 10% and 18%, respectively. 
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
CAGR 

2004-2013
CHANGE 

Wake

Total 

Procedures 

(weighted)

15,919 17,667 16,319 16,077 16,582 16,692 16,969 16,287 15,057 14,268

Annual Change 10.99% -7.63% -1.48% 3.14% 0.66% 1.66% -4.02% -7.55% -5.24%

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
CAGR 

2004-2013
CHANGE

NC

Total 

Procedures 

(weighted)

134,801 129,104 118,892 113,643 119,910 115,865 115,017 114,567 112,060 109,885

Annual Change -4.23% -7.91% -4.41% 5.51% -3.37% -0.73% -0.39% -2.19% -1.94%

Table 2: Wake and NC Cardiac Catheterization Growth from 2004-2013

-2.02% -18.48%

-1.09% -10.37%

 
2014 SMFP 
 
Table 3 below serves to further evaluate the actual changes in procedure volumes as compared to 
Table 2.  When analyzing the Wake County and statewide data over the same time frames as 
those used in the petition, excluding FFY 2014, the picture looks a little different.  While the 
CAGR from 2004-2013 indicates a slow, steady decline, the more recent numbers as shown in 
Table 3 indicate a steeper drop in Wake County with a CAGR of -4.32% as compared to the 
statewide CAGR of -1.38%.  Thus, demonstrating that Wake, in recent years, has experienced a 
sharper decline in utilization than the state as a whole. 
 
 

2011 2012 2013
CAGR          

2011-2013
CHANGE 

Wake Total Procedures (weighted) 16,287 15,057 14,268
Annual Change -7.55% -5.24%

2011 2012 2013
CAGR          

2011-2013
CHANGE

NC Total Procedures (weighted) 114,567 112,060 109,885
Annual Change -2.19% -1.94%

-1.38% -4.09%

Table 3: Wake and NC Cardiac Catheterization Growth from 2011-2013

-4.32% -12.40%

 
2014 SMFP 
 
The petition provides procedure data at Rex Healthcare from 2011 through 2014 to demonstrate 
increased and unique utilization rates.  An important point to note is that although the petitioner 
reports procedure volumes from FY2014, this information is not used in this analysis per the 
practice of the agency. Analysis is conducted on only data used prior to and in the current 
Proposed 2015 State Medical Facilities Plan.  The plan’s data year is FY2013. 
 
Despite the decline in total procedures in Wake County, the data presented in Rex’s petition 
suggests they have had unique utilization trends in recent years.  The petition cites an increase in 
procedure volume as a result of the professional affiliation with Wake Heart & Vascular 
Associates (WHV).  However, the utilization data demonstrates a few points pertinent to the 
discussion.   
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First, as seen in Table 4, Rex has only one year in the last five recent years of utilization greater 
than 80%.  Application of the methodology does generate a deficit for this facility for this one 
year, but it is difficult to forecast the changes and trends in healthcare utilization based on one 
year’s worth of data. 
 
Additionally, this one year of utilization creates the deficit of 0.19 machines for Rex.  The 
standard methodology considers procedure volume and number of machines of the entire service 
area. Thus, Rex’s deficit is offset by a surplus of machines in Wake County as a whole.  Table 5 
demonstrates there is a 56% utilization rate in this service area.  According to Table 5 there has 
been a drop in the last three years of utilization from 68% to 56%. Therefore, approval of this 
petition may introduce duplication of health services into Wake County, further eroding the 
already declining utilization rates. 
 
Finally, both Rex Hospital and WakeMed operated at over 80% capacity for five and eight years, 
respectively, of the 10 year time frame (Table 4).  In some of those years, utilization was well 
over 100% for both facilities.  The petitioner argues that utilization greater than 80% poses 
difficulties for both providers and patients.  While higher facility utilization does come with 
challenges, previous historical trends have demonstrated several years’ volumes over 80% have 
occurred in Wake County.  
 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total weighted procedures 0 1,288* 202 357 262 770 967 701 366 447
No of Machines 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3
Procedures for 100% Utilization 0 0 1,500 1,500 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 4,500 4,500
Utilization 0% 0% 13% 24% 9% 26% 32% 23% 8% 10%

Total weighted procedures 4,206 3,897 4,015 3,646 3,616 3,489 3,002 3,132 3,875 5,029
No of Machines 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
Procedures for 100% Utilization 3000 3000 4,500 4,500 4,500 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
Utilization 140% 130% 89% 81% 80% 58% 50% 52% 65% 84%

Total weighted procedures 11,709 11,984 11,698 11,657 12,312 12,108 12,618 12,130 10,535 8,570
No of Machines 5 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Procedures for 100% Utilization 7500 10500 12,000 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500
Utilization 156% 114% 97% 86% 91% 90% 93% 90% 78% 63%

 
Total weighted procedures 567 498 405 418 393 325 382 325 282 222
No of Machines 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Procedures for 100% Utilization 1500 1500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
Utilization 38% 33% 27% 28% 26% 22% 25% 22% 19% 15%

Note: The number of machines assigned to each facility is not based on the number that were actually operated by the facility, but the number of  machines listed in the inventory 
for each facility in  each year's state medical facility plan. 
*Duke Raleigh reported 1288 procedures on the 2006 HLRA, but no fixed CC machine was reported in the plan as in use and procedures were not reported as mobile.

Duke Raleigh 

Hospital

Rex Hospital 

WakeMed

WakeMed Cary

Table 4: Wake County Cardiac Catheterization Procedures by Facility from 2004 to 2013

 
2006-2014 SMFP’s; Proposed 2015 SMFP 
 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total weighted procedures 16,482 17,667 16,319 16,077 16,582 16,692 16,969 16,287 15,057 14,268
No of Machines 8 10 13 14 15 16 16 16 17 17
Procedures for 100% Utilization 12,000 15,000 19,500 21,000 22,500 24,000 24,000 24,000 25,500 25,500
Utilization 137% 118% 84% 77% 74% 70% 71% 68% 59% 56%

Wake County

Table 5: Wake County Cardiac Catheterization Procedures from 2004 to 2013

 
2006-2014 SMFP’s; Proposed 2015 SMFP 
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Other factors to consider regarding this petition include the changing capability of facilities.  
Recently, based on changes in recommended guidelines for interventional procedures, a facility 
located in a contiguous county was approved to perform interventional procedures, even though 
it does not have an open heart surgery program on site.  A similar request in a different county 
located near Wake County is being evaluated by the Agency.  This may have some impact on 
procedure volumes in Wake County and could potentially accelerate the decline of cardiac 
catheterization procedures performed in Wake County. Therefore, changes in medical practice 
makes predicting utilization for facilities difficult. 
 
Consistent data trends over more than one year would be essential to ensure cardiac 
catheterization services are not being duplicated in Wake County.  Additionally, if cardiac 
catheterization procedure volumes continue to decline as anticipated, Rex’s volume may 
decrease as well.  In essence, this could lower the facility’s overall utilization below 80% and 
below the methodology’s deficit threshold.  
 
Agency Recommendation: 

Given available information and comments submitted by the August 15, 2014 deadline date for 
comments on petitions and comments, and in consideration of factors discussed above, the 
agency recommends denial of the petition.  The current declining trend in cardiac catheterization 
volumes, the surplus of machines in Wake County, the changes in regulations and medical 
practice, indicate approving the proposed change would result in unnecessary duplication of 
services.  The Agency supports the standard methodology for fixed cardiac catheterization 
equipment. 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 1 

(NOTE:  "SPEAKER" was listed when the person speaking 2 

changed.  If possible, the speakers were numbered, but on 3 

occasion it was impossible to differentiate between the 4 

various voices because there were so many different 5 

speakers, in which case just "SPEAKER" was noted.) 6 

-------------------------------------------------------- 7 

9/9/2014 - Technology 8 

37:01 to 43:30 9 

SPEAKER 1:  So we'll move on to the cardiac 10 

catheterization equipment section of Chapter 9.  Paige, 11 

if you'll review the Petition and the Agency 12 

recommendation. 13 

SPEAKER 2:  Okay.  The Agency received two 14 

petition submissions for cardiac catheterization.  Both 15 

were for the Wake County service area.  The first, from 16 

WakeMed Hospitals, did not request any change to the 17 

State Medical Facilities Plan, but asked that the 18 

committee not make changes to the cardiac catheterization 19 

for Wake County.   20 

The Agency determined that this request did 21 

not meet the standards outlined in the State Medical 22 

Facilities Plan to be considered a petition.  Therefore, 23 

the Agency is requesting the committee consider the 24 

WakeMed request a comment.  We did provide a written 25 
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response stating as to why we felt the request was a 1 

comment and this response can also be found online. 2 

The second submission is from Rex 3 

Healthcare.  We received two comments about this 4 

petition.  Both were in opposition.  Additionally, there 5 

were 42 letters of opposition that were submitted to us.  6 

And now I'm going to give a brief summary of what the 7 

petition -- the Agency report on the petition. 8 

So Rex Healthcare is petitioning the State 9 

Health Coordinating Council to create an adjusted need 10 

determination for one additional unit of fixed cardiac 11 

catheterization equipment in Wake County in the 2015 12 

State Medical Facilities Plan.   13 

For background, in the proposed 2015 SMFP, 14 

Wake County has a total of 17 cardiac catheterization 15 

machines and Rex Healthcare has four machines of those 16 

17. 17 

Using the standard methodology of 80% 18 

utilization, the number of calculated machines for Wake 19 

County should be 11.89 and Rex's facility-based 20 

calculation is 4.19.  Therefore, Rex has a .19 machine 21 

deficit and Wake County has a 5.11 machine surplus.  In 22 

the methodology, the Wake County surplus offset the 23 

facility deficit. 24 

So cardiac catheterization in North Carolina 25 
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has remained fairly stable over the last decade, but 1 

actually is very -- slightly declining.  In Wake County, 2 

the last ten years of data show an average compound 3 

annual growth rate of negative .0 -- 1.09%, while the 4 

North Carolina compound annual growth rate over the same 5 

time period was negative 2.0%.   6 

So this decline is even sharper when you 7 

look at recent years of data from 2011 to 2013.  Wake 8 

County has a compound annual growth rate of negative 4.32 9 

and the statewide has a compound annual growth rate of 10 

negative 1.38, so that's demonstrating that Wake County, 11 

in recent years, has experienced a sharper decline than 12 

the state as a whole in utilization. 13 

Despite the decline in the procedures in 14 

Wake County, the data presented in Rex's petition 15 

suggests that Rex has unique utilization trends as a 16 

result of their professional affiliation with Wake Heart 17 

and Vascular Associates.  The data that Rex has submitted 18 

shows only one year in the last five years of utilization 19 

greater than 80% and there is a 50% utilization rate in 20 

the service area. 21 

There has been a drop in the last three 22 

years of utilization in the service area from 68 to 56%.  23 

Therefore, approval of this petition may introduce 24 

duplication of health services into Wake County, further 25 
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eroding the already declining utilization rates.   1 

Other factors to consider regarding this 2 

petition include the changing capabilities of facilities 3 

recently based on changes in recommended guidelines for 4 

interventional procedures.  A facility located in a 5 

contiguous county has been approved to perform 6 

interventional procedures, even though it does not have 7 

an open-heart surgery program. 8 

A similar request in a different county 9 

located near Wake County is being currently evaluated by 10 

the Agency and so this potentially may have impact on the 11 

volumes in Wake County and could potentially accelerate 12 

the decline in cardiac catheterizations.   13 

So the Agency feels like it was difficult 14 

forecast changes and trends in healthcare utilization 15 

based on one year's worth of data, and given the 16 

available comments and information submitted by the 17 

August 15th deadline in consideration of other factors 18 

such as decline in trending cardiac catheterization 19 

volumes, the surplus of machines in Wake County and the 20 

changes in regulation, the Agency finds that it would be 21 

-- that it might potentially create duplication of 22 

services and recommends not approving the petition.   23 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.  I will treat the 24 

Agency recommendation as a motion for the purposes of our 25 
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discussion, so the Agency recommendation is to deny the 1 

petition for additional cardiac catheterization CON 2 

availability for the 2015 plan.  Comments, discussion, 3 

concerns? 4 

(No response.) 5 

SPEAKER 1:  A vote to -- seeing no further 6 

discussion, a vote "yes" is to accept the Agency 7 

recommendation for denial.  A vote "no" would be to 8 

reopen the question.   9 

Because this is a relatively controversial 10 

petition, I'm going to ask members to vote by signature 11 

of their hand rather than by voice vote.   12 

All of those in favor of adopting the Agency 13 

recommendation, please signify by raising your hands.  I 14 

see no opposition.  The Agency's position is adopted.  I 15 

believe that's -- that's it for this -- this section.  We 16 

need to now -- do we need to go through the tables at all 17 

for this one? 18 

SPEAKER 2:  No. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay. 20 

SPEAKER 2:  No tables. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  So we need a motion, then, to 22 

accept the revised or the current cardiac catheterization 23 

equipment section before we move on. 24 

SPEAKER 3:  So moved. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  Moved. 1 

SPEAKER 4:  Second. 2 

SPEAKER 1:  Any further discussion? 3 

(No response.) 4 

SPEAKER 1:  All those in favor of acceptance 5 

say "aye." 6 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 7 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 8 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  It is accepted 10 

---------------------------------------------------- 11 

10/1/2014 - Digital SHCC Minute 12 

48:15 to 53:21 13 

SPEAKER 1:  With regard to cardiac 14 

catheterization equipment section, since the proposed 15 

2015 SMFP, there have been no changes in need projections 16 

for cardiac catheterization equipment.  The proposed 2015 17 

SMFP showed no need determinations for fixed, shared or 18 

fixed cardiac catheterization or mobile cardiac 19 

catheterization equipment anywhere in the state. 20 

During the summer, one petition for an 21 

adjusted need determination in cardiac catheterization 22 

section of the 2015 SMFP was received.  The petition was 23 

from Rex Healthcare and concerned Wake County.  Rex 24 

Healthcare requested an adjusted need determination for 25 
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one additional unit of fixed cardiac catheterization 1 

equipment in Wake County in the 2015 SMFP. 2 

The committee discussed the petition and the 3 

Agency report, which recommended denial of the petition 4 

request.  The concurrence was that Wake County, one, has 5 

a trend of declining volume of cardiac catheterization, 6 

two, has a surplus of machines in the service area and, 7 

three, will potentially see further volume declines 8 

because of changes in statewide regulation, payment and 9 

medical practice.   10 

The committee recommends to the CHIC that 11 

the petition request be denied for an adjusted need 12 

determination for one unit of fixed cardiac 13 

catheterization equipment in Wake County.   14 

In the magnetic resonance imaging section, 15 

the SMFP proposal showed two need determinations for 16 

additional fixed MRI scanners in Lincoln and in New 17 

Hanover Counties.   18 

Over the summer, the medical facilities 19 

planning (indiscernible) received an updated data 20 

resulting in corrections to the MRI scanner inventory 21 

table.  The changes did not add any MRI scanners to the 22 

inventory, nor did they add any additional need 23 

determinations. 24 

The committee received one petition over the 25 
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summer for an adjusted need determination in the MRI 1 

scanner section of the 2015 SMFP.  The petition request 2 

and the committee recommendation are summarized as 3 

follows.   4 

The Carolinas Healthcare System petition 5 

concerning the Lincoln County MRI fixed need.  Carolinas 6 

Healthcare System requested an adjusted need 7 

determination to remove the need for one fixed MRI 8 

scanner in Lincoln County.  The committee discussed the 9 

petition and the Agency report, which recommended 10 

approval of the petition request.  This results in 11 

deleting the need. 12 

 The concurrence was that Lincoln County 13 

does not -- does have unique circumstances, including a 14 

slow projected growth rate in the county that would 15 

probably preclude existing or new providers from meeting 16 

the CON standards for a qualified applicant and potential 17 

changes to future MRI volumes.  The committee recommends 18 

to the CHIC that the petition request be approved for an 19 

adjusted need determination. 20 

In the linear accelerator section, there 21 

have been no changes in need projections for linear 22 

accelerators.  The proposed 2015 SMFP included one need 23 

determination for linear accelerator in Harnett County.  24 

Harnett County becomes a new service area due to Harnett 25 
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County's population increasing above 120,000 people with 1 

no linear accelerator in the county.  There was no need 2 

indicated anywhere else in the state for an additional 3 

linear accelerator.   4 

The lithotripsy and Gamma Knife section also 5 

has shown no changes in need projection for either piece 6 

of equipment.  There is no identified need for 7 

lithotripters or Gamma Knives anywhere in the state.  The 8 

committee received no petitions or comments over the 9 

summer regarding lithotripsy or Gamma Knife sections of 10 

the plan. 11 

The committee recommends to the State 12 

Healthcare Coordinating Council approval of Chapter 9, 13 

Technology and Equipment, with the understanding that the 14 

staff is authorized to continue making necessary updates 15 

to both narratives, tables and need determinations as 16 

indicated.   17 

That concludes the report of the Technology 18 

and Equipment Committee.  Is there a motion to adopt the 19 

committee report? 20 

SPEAKER 2:  So moved. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Moved and seconded by Dr. Parik 22 

(phonetic).  The report is now open for discussion. 23 

(No response.) 24 

SPEAKER 1:  I see no indication of a need 25 
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for discussion.  A vote "yes" or "aye" will be to adopt 1 

the report as submitted.  If you oppose the report, you 2 

should vote "no."   3 

All of those in favor of adoption of Chapter 4 

9, please indicate by saying "aye." 5 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 6 

SPEAKER 1:  It is adopted.  We will now move 7 

on to the report of the long-term and behavioral health 8 

committee. 9 

------------------------------------------------------ 10 

4/22/2015 - Technology 11 

57:18 to 1:06:45 12 

SPEAKER 1:  All right.  We are moving on to 13 

cardiac catheterization.  Paige will initially review the 14 

policies and need methodologies. 15 

SPEAKER 2:  First, I'll start with the 16 

methodology, which can be found on page 172 of the 2015 17 

State Medical Facilities Plan.  The cardiac 18 

catheterization equipment planning areas are the same as 19 

the acute care beds service areas as defined in Chapter 20 

5, acute care beds as shown in Figure 5.1. 21 

The cardiac catheterization equipment area 22 

is a single county unless there is no licensed acute care 23 

hospital located within the county and those counties are 24 

grouped with the single county where the largest 25 
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proportion of patients receive inpatient services. 1 

There are two standard need determination 2 

methodologies for cardiac catheterization equipment.  3 

Methodology one is the standard methodology for 4 

determining need for additional fixed cardiac 5 

catheterization equipment and methodology two is for 6 

shared, fixed cardiac -- cardiac catheterization 7 

equipment. 8 

The steps in methodology part one.  For 9 

fixed cardiac catheterization equipment, procedures are 10 

weighted based on complexity, as described on page 199.  11 

The CHIC defines "capacity" as 1500 diagnostic equivalent 12 

procedures per year.  13 

We determine the number of fixed cardiac 14 

catheterization equipment required by dividing the number 15 

of weighted or diagnostic equivalent procedures performed 16 

at each facility by 1200 procedures, which is 80% of the 17 

1500 capacity.  We then compare the calculated number of 18 

acquired units of equipment with the current inventory to 19 

determine if there is a need.   20 

The steps for methodology part two.  If no 21 

unit of fixed cardiac catheterization equipment is 22 

located in a service area, a need exists for one shared, 23 

fixed cardiac catheterization equipment when the number 24 

of mobile procedures done in the service area exceeds 240 25 
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or 80% of 300 capacity per year for each eight hours per 1 

week in operation at that site.  And with that, that 2 

concludes the methodology review. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  Any questions 4 

about the present methodology as described in the plan? 5 

(No response.) 6 

SPEAKER 1:  Hearing none, we'll entertain a 7 

motion with a second to reaffirm the policies in the 8 

plan. 9 

SPEAKER 3:  So moved. 10 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you. 11 

SPEAKER 4:  Second. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  All those in favor, say "aye." 13 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 14 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.  Paige, let's now go 15 

on to the change in cardiac catheterization need 16 

determination methodology submitted by WakeMed. 17 

SPEAKER 2:  Yes, sir.  So there was one 18 

petition for this and that was WakeMed.  There were four 19 

comments submitted to the Agency and they were all in 20 

opposition to the petition.   21 

The request from the Petitioner is that they 22 

requested a methodology for determining need for a 23 

cardiac catheterization equipment in North Carolina be 24 

revised for the 2016 State Medical Facilities Plan. 25 
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A summary of the Agency report.  Statewide 1 

data indicates cardiac catheterization procedures have 2 

been declining and continue to do so as of the 2013 data, 3 

which is the year -- the data year for the 2015 State 4 

Medical Facilities Plan.  Table 1 in the Agency report 5 

shows this trend. 6 

There have been five need determinations 7 

from 2007 to 2015 as seen in the SMFPs.  Two successful 8 

petitions requesting adjusted need determinations had an 9 

impact on this total, one removed a need determination 10 

and another added a need determination.   11 

The current methodology, along with the 12 

declining procedure volumes, are currently generating 13 

very few need determinations across the state.  WakeMed, 14 

in their petition, discussed some of the issues from a 15 

previous petition that was submitted in 2013 by New 16 

Hanover Regional Medical Center which include the 17 

capacity of one machine at 1500 weighted procedures is 18 

too low and that both diagnostic and interventional 19 

procedures do not take as long as assumed in the current 20 

methodology. 21 

Discussions about procedure volumes are 22 

further complicated by the idea that, despite the 23 

methodology, facilities may judge capacity at their 24 

respective hospitals differently, depending on the hours 25 
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of operation.   1 

Further considerations include the number of 2 

cardiac catheterization units at each facility.  Raising 3 

the threshold or changes in the procedure weighting may 4 

have a greater impact on providers with one machine as 5 

compared to facilities with several machines.  The logic 6 

is that facilities with one machine may not be able to 7 

build efficiencies of service with the cleaning and 8 

turnaround of the room between patients as providers with 9 

multiple machines.   10 

Thus, with a higher threshold, facilities 11 

with fewer units or procedure volumes may be prevented 12 

from generating a need.  Any increases in capacity of the 13 

equipment would further limit the number of calculated 14 

need determinations, which is already fairly low.   15 

Currently, the methodology appears to be 16 

working and further restricting the calculation of need 17 

determinations did not seem warranted at this time, and 18 

facilities in the past have applied for adjusted need 19 

determinations which have been successful.   20 

So given that information and the comments 21 

that were submitted to the Agency, the Agency recommends 22 

denial of this petition. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  So I will treat the Agency 24 

recommendation as a motion for discussion.  Dr. Moore, do 25 
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you have any concerns you want to comment on this 1 

particular Agency recommendation? 2 

SPEAKER 3:  No, sir. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.   4 

SPEAKER 4:  I don't think I -- I guess 5 

mine's more global.  I think their comments hit on 6 

something, a more global thing that I'm going to continue 7 

to harp on, is looking at the methodologies and some sort 8 

of systematic method -- 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 10 

SPEAKER 4:  -- every five years or so, and 11 

if this -- if somebody wants -- you know, if WakeMed 12 

wants cardiac cath to be looked at, I think it would be a 13 

reasonable place to start on as we systematically move 14 

through the methodologies we're reviewing.   15 

So I don't think I have a -- I think I'm 16 

okay with the Agency's recommendation, but I think my -- 17 

my recommendation would be, okay, this is the first 18 

methodology that this committee looks at. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh.  We'll take that as a 20 

separate issue. 21 

SPEAKER 4:  Yeah, as a separate issue. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Dr. Akers, no comment?   23 

(No response.) 24 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, let's vote on the motion 25 
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and then we can return, perhaps briefly, to the 1 

methodology review issue, which I know I promised you 2 

last year we would undertake.  So a vote "aye," a "yes" 3 

vote, is to deny the petition as submitted and there is 4 

no substitute policy attached to this Agency 5 

recommendation, so all those in favor of the Agency 6 

recommendation, signify by saying "aye." 7 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  And it is adopted.  With regard 9 

to your second point, I would prefer to have an offline 10 

conversation on prioritization -- 11 

SPEAKER 4:  Okay. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  -- but I will reiterate I'm in 13 

favor of doing what you -- what you request.  What we'll 14 

balance it on is staff time availability and 15 

prioritization. 16 

SPEAKER 4:  Fair enough. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  And, you know, the Gamma Knife 18 

one, for instance, I don't think we need to put near the 19 

top of the list. 20 

SPEAKER 4:  No.  Exactly. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  And go from there.  Okay. 22 

SPEAKER 4:  Lithotripsy, I don't -- no. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, lithotripsy's interesting 24 

this year.  So let's review the table very quickly and 25 
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adopt it and then we're going to move a little faster 1 

through the rest of this. 2 

SPEAKER 2:  So I did present to the 3 

committee the table -- I'm sorry, Tables 9S, which is the 4 

adult diagnostic fixed cardiac cath procedures by 5 

facility and aggregate cath totals, 9T, which is the 6 

pediatric diagnostic cath procedures, 9U, mobile cardiac 7 

cath procedures, 9V, which is percutaneous coronary 8 

interventional procedures, and 9W, which is the table 9 

where the needs -- where the need determinations are 10 

calculated and displayed. 11 

Our preliminary data indicates there is a 12 

one draft need for additional cardiac catheterization 13 

equipment in Cumberland County.  That -- that concludes 14 

the data for cardiac cath. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Can I have a motion to approve 16 

the tables with the recognition of further amendments as 17 

better data becomes available? 18 

SPEAKER:  So moved. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Dr. Moore, any questions? 20 

SPEAKER 3:  No, sir. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Then we'll -- those who favor, 22 

say "aye." 23 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 24 

SPEAKER 1:  It is adopted.  Thank you very 25 
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much.  One of the issues, I think, that did come out of 1 

this discussion on the petition is this issue of 2 

productivity in the small versus large and where do you 3 

apportion.   4 

I believe the Petitioner is absolutely 5 

correct that in a busy, multi-facility lab we'll probably 6 

have assumptions that are too long.  However, at the 7 

current lower threshold, we're not triggering needs and 8 

that's part of the dilemma of what to do. 9 

------------------------------------------------------- 10 

6/3/2015 - SHCC 11 

45:00 to 53:13 12 

SPEAKER 1:  With regard to cardiac 13 

catheterization equipment, there was one petition with 14 

comments to these petitions received on this section of 15 

this chapter.  The Petitioner was WakeMed Health and 16 

Hospitals.  Petitioner requested that the methodology for 17 

determining need for cardiac catheterization equipment in 18 

North Carolina be revised for the 2016 State Medical 19 

Facility Plan. 20 

Four comments were received about this 21 

petition.  All were in opposition to the proposed change.  22 

The committee recognized that there is a variation in 23 

practices which may affect the average case times for 24 

cardiac catheterization cases across facilities and that 25 
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the total number of cases statewide have been declining 1 

over a multi-year period. 2 

The requested changes would have the effect 3 

of further suppressing need determinations.  Since the 4 

current methodology produces very few need 5 

determinations, and over the years the adjusted need 6 

determination process has been used successfully in 7 

special situations, the committee recommended denying the 8 

submitted petition. 9 

Application of the methodology based on data 10 

and information currently available results in one need 11 

determination for a fixed cardiac catheterization 12 

equipment in Cumberland County at this time.  Need 13 

determinations are subject to change. 14 

The committee authorized the staff to update 15 

all narratives, tables and need determinations for the 16 

proposed 2016 plan as new and corrected data are 17 

received.  That concludes the report of the Technology 18 

and Equipment Committee.  I need a motion for adoption 19 

and a second. 20 

SPEAKER 2:  Motion. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Did I see a second? 22 

SPEAKER 3:  Second. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  Are there any comments, 24 

discussion or concerns about the -- this section of the 25 
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proposed plan?  Yes, sir. 1 

SPEAKER 4:  On the Dosher (phonetic) 2 

Memorial, can staff share with me and (indiscernible)?  3 

The mobile MRI that's in place right now, is that a part 4 

time or is that -- is that in place in their county in 5 

their service area on a full-time basis or does it 6 

actually move out of there? 7 

SPEAKER 5:  That's actually a fixed -- for 8 

Dosher, that's actually a fixed -- although it's called 9 

mobile, it's actually fixed onsite -- not actually on the 10 

site of the hospital, but a couple of miles away.  Yes, 11 

sir. 12 

SPEAKER 4:  And so the -- the request by 13 

Dosher after -- as I understand it, after leasing time on 14 

this machine for a period of seven years, is based on the 15 

fact that the approval would actually give the inventory 16 

of MRIs -- it would be in excess of what the majority 17 

should be, because we have a mobile that's not really a 18 

mobile, a cost that's supposed to go down if it -- if the 19 

Dosher approval was -- or Dosher request was approved and 20 

a vendor who could move that machine to some other part 21 

of the state at this point? 22 

SPEAKER 5:  Yes, sir. 23 

SPEAKER 4:  Do I understand that correctly? 24 

SPEAKER 5:  Yes, sir. 25 
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SPEAKER 4:  I -- you'd share the technology 1 

committee.  I'm just -- I'm a little bit baffled that we 2 

have -- we've ruined a vendor contract or we've allowed a 3 

vendor contract that's expired and been in place for 4 

seven years that's really not a mobile, but a fixed, over 5 

a machine that probably, more fittingly, belongs at or 6 

close to an emergency facility in a county that is 7 

growing and serves a different population and a piece of 8 

technology that I think has become much more common as 9 

opposed to what it was seven years ago when that vendor 10 

contract was in place. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  I'll respond to that on a couple 12 

levels because the committee doesn't disagree with you in 13 

principle.  What we have is a grandfathered unit that 14 

preexisted the law and, therefore, essentially is free to 15 

move wherever it wishes, so it's a mobile without the 16 

tires on the system.   17 

It's located, I believe, four miles distance 18 

from the hospital, which is a logistically poor 19 

situation.  There are cost issues involved, as well.  The 20 

proposal required a policy change as the proposed 21 

solution which raised a variety of other unintended 22 

consequences across the state if we dealt with it as a 23 

policy at this time. 24 

We have suggested that a special-need 25 
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petition should be considered by the Petitioner, which 1 

would be due in the summer.  It would be dealt with with 2 

this committee at the fall meeting and at our final 3 

meeting of the year.   4 

In the meantime, we're happy to consider or 5 

keep working on a policy change, but it is a -- it's a 6 

problem which crosses a variety of lines and it's very 7 

hard to craft a solution.  In addition, we cannot pick 8 

winners and losers in a given county and the application 9 

would have to be a competitive need. 10 

I don't know whether the mobile will pick up 11 

and relocate or have sufficient business to stay where it 12 

is, but that's not the concern of the CHIC.  We have 13 

received, over the past several years, several other 14 

petitions for a similar single-county -- in this case, 15 

it's also not a single county.  There are actually two 16 

MRs in the county. 17 

We have dealt with a number of other single-18 

provider, critical access hospitals that are only one in 19 

the county and have standards in place for that.  Dosher 20 

does not meet those standards.  We have tried to 21 

determine whether we should change the standard and, at 22 

this point, we don't have enough data, nor have we seen 23 

enough problems, where we should take a statewide -- in 24 

my personal opinion, a statewide change as opposed to 25 
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using the special need petition, which is there to deal 1 

with special needs. 2 

SPEAKER 4:  I understand, and I agree on not 3 

necessarily changing the statewide requirements.  The 4 

special needs, I think, works and -- 5 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, we'll -- 6 

SPEAKER 4:  -- (indiscernible). 7 

SPEAKER 1:  I can't predict the success of 8 

the petition, but I have urged them to do a well written 9 

petition and we'll consider it, as I say, this year for 10 

the 2016 plan --  11 

SPEAKER 4:  Thank you. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  -- if it's submitted.  Any other 13 

questions or concerns?  We've talked a long time.  This 14 

is an issue of both quality access and of a critical 15 

access facility. 16 

SPEAKER 4:  Thank you. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  (Indiscernible), do you want to 18 

say anything? 19 

SPEAKER 6:  No. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  No? 21 

SPEAKER 6:  I think he covered it. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Mr. Bryan, Mr. Beaver, any 23 

comments or concerns? 24 

SPEAKER 7:  No, none from me. 25 
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SPEAKER 8:  No comments from me. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.  Seeing no one 2 

wishing to speak, a vote "yes" is to adopt the committee 3 

report as provided.  A vote "no" would be to reject the 4 

report.   5 

All those in favor of adopting the report as 6 

submitted, signify by saying "aye." 7 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  Two ayes on the phone.  It is 9 

adopted.  Thank you. 10 

--------------------------------------------------------- 11 

9/16/2015 - T & E Digital Recording 12 

28:13 to 55:53 13 

SPEAKER 1:  We'll move on to the cardiac 14 

catheterization section of Chapter 9.  A petition for an 15 

adjusted need determination for one fixed cardiac cath 16 

unit in Wake County was submitted.  Paige will give us 17 

the Agency report. 18 

SPEAKER 2:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  One 19 

letter of support was received and two letters of 20 

opposition were received in regards to this petition.  21 

The request is that Rex Healthcare petitions the State 22 

Health Coordinating Council to create an adjusted need 23 

determination for one additional unit of fixed cardiac 24 

catheterization equipment in Wake County in the 2016 25 
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State Medical Facilities Plan. 1 

The proposed 2016 SMFP provides two standard 2 

need determination methodologies for cardiac 3 

catheterization equipment.  Methodology one is the 4 

standard methodology for determining need for additional 5 

fixed cardiac catheterization equipment and methodology 6 

two is the need determination methodology for shared, 7 

fixed cardiac cath -- shared, fixed cardiac 8 

catheterization equipment.  Application of these 9 

methodologies to utilization data does not generate a 10 

need determination for a fixed or shared cardiac cath 11 

equipment in Wake County. 12 

Wake County has a total of 17 cardiac 13 

catheterization machines in the 2016 SMFP.  Of those, Rex 14 

has a total current inventory of four machines.  Using 15 

the standard proposed methodology of 80% utilization, the 16 

number of machines for Rex would actually calculate to 17 

five.  Thus, in the proposed 2016 SMFP, Rex has a one-18 

machine deficit. 19 

In Wake County, the last ten years of the 20 

data shows an average annual compound annual growth rate 21 

of negative 1.76%, a decline, while the North Carolina 22 

compound annual growth rate over the same time period had 23 

an average decline of negative 1.94%.  This indicates a 24 

slow and steady reduction in the number of procedures in 25 
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both regions with Wake County experiencing slower decline 1 

than the state overall. 2 

However, the data provides an opportunity to 3 

review the utilization trends on an annual basis.  In 4 

2014, the most recent data year, Wake County demonstrates 5 

an increase in the annual number of procedures by 3.69%, 6 

while the state experienced a steeper decline of negative 7 

3.37%.  Thus, Wake County's experiencing a recent unique 8 

growth as compared to statewide trends. 9 

Rex's petition suggests that they have 10 

unique utilization trends in recent years and cites an 11 

increase in procedure volume as a result of a 12 

professional -- as the result of the professional 13 

affiliation with Wake Heart and Vascular Associates.  Rex 14 

Hospital is the only provider in Wake County that has 15 

shown a consistent increase in the number of procedures 16 

over the last five years of data. 17 

More notably, Rex, in the most recent two 18 

years, has demonstrated utilization of greater than 80%, 19 

the utilization threshold for determining a need for the 20 

-- a need in the health service area.  Application of the 21 

methodology does generate deficits for this facility for 22 

both years.  However, the standard methodology considers 23 

procedure volume and number of machines of the entire 24 

service area.  Thus, Rex's deficit is offset by a surplus 25 
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of machines in Wake County as a whole. 1 

Finally, Rex's utilization has increased 2 

from 84% in the last year to 100% in the most current 3 

year of the data which, again, it calculus to the 4 

equivalent of one machine.  The Agency supports the 5 

standard methodology for fixed cardiac catheterization 6 

equipment, but Wake County and Rex Healthcare are 7 

experiencing recent decreases in the utilization at 8 

cardiac catheterization laboratories.  Given available 9 

information in the comments submitted by the August 14th 10 

deadline, the Agency recommends approval of the petition. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  So, in this 12 

case, the Agency is recommending one fixed cardiac cath 13 

unit for Wake County be added to the plan as requested.  14 

It is a competitive application, not an award to a 15 

specific institution.  This motion is now open for 16 

discussion. 17 

SPEAKER 3:  So I'd like to comment based on 18 

the comments of those who have opposed it, Duke 19 

University, WakeMed, and being someone who practices in 20 

Wake County, I'd like our members on the phone to also be 21 

aware.  There are three institutions in Wake County, 22 

Duke, UNC-Rex and WakeMed, and in some of the comments by 23 

WakeMed and Duke, we can see that there are other beds in 24 

this health service area and county that are grossly 25 
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underutilized and, you know, how do we contend with this 1 

going forward, because this won't be the only instance in 2 

which we have such requests. 3 

This would be going in violation, really, so 4 

to speak, it may be a heavy word, but of how we determine 5 

the need for a bed for a service area, whether it's an 6 

MRI or cardiac cath bed.  And secondly, when such 7 

petitions are made, whether it's this one or any other, 8 

frankly, if the net value or cost goes up, which I 9 

surmise it does, knowing the dynamics and costs of this 10 

market, then that defeats the purpose of what we are 11 

really, you know, obligated to do. 12 

And just three or four years ago, maybe a 13 

little longer, we had a quality access value committee 14 

led by Don Bradley that was dissolved because of lack of 15 

-- you know, enough staff and so on, and such -- such 16 

authorizations would go against value and the economic 17 

impact should also be taken into consideration if we are 18 

to consider any such petition in any of the major 19 

counties, whether it be Mecklenburg or Wake.  You know, 20 

there are only two or three and I would surmise or also 21 

put out that we have one million people in Wake County, 22 

so this is a big issue. 23 

It's not just, you know, well, we're one of 24 

99 counties.  Ten percent of the population resides here, 25 
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as it does in Mecklenburg, and if we were to vote in 1 

favor, we would be voting without knowing economic impact 2 

-- I mean, actually having actual numbers -- with a 3 

surplus of beds within, literally, five minutes of this 4 

particular institution, WakeMed Cary or WakeMed Raleigh 5 

or Duke and so on, and that -- that bothers me because 6 

we're supposed to be reducing cost and because of -- 7 

somehow -- I mean, somebody's got to have influenced this 8 

process because we have never voted this way.  You know, 9 

the staff has -- as a petition.  Special needs, different 10 

story.  Yes, we have had special needs petitions where, 11 

you know, that's a different story, but I think I'd be 12 

happy to, you know -- or be interested in hearing 13 

comments from, you know, the Chairman or folks on the 14 

phone because we're going to -- if we set a precedent, 15 

then we're going to have many precedents to come. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Dr. Patel (phonetic).  17 

These are important questions.  I'll entertain other 18 

questions before I respond.  Trey, did you have a 19 

question? 20 

SPEAKER 4:  Yeah, and I think I -- it's 21 

probably a pro-business, probably being younger, you 22 

know, capitalistic nature, I understand Rex -- Rex's 23 

issue, and I sympathize with that and get on them for 24 

building a fantastic heart program, from what I 25 
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understand, and grabbing the best docs in the county.   1 

I guess I'm having a hard time with it from 2 

a process standpoint and within the realm of the basic 3 

principles governing the plan.  I sort of have to put 4 

that hat aside and look at what are we supposed to uphold 5 

here and we're upholding the basic principles.   6 

To dumb it down a little bit, I think, you 7 

know, I think one of the goals is to force providers to 8 

play nice and utilize everything in a health system.  I 9 

mean, the whole point is that we don't have over-10 

capacity.   11 

I understand that capacity shifted.  People 12 

providing the procedures has shifted, but does that -- 13 

are we going against the principles that this whole plan 14 

is founded on by approving this?   15 

SPEAKER 1:  Good question. 16 

SPEAKER 4:  And so I guess that's what I'm 17 

struggling with.  Is this setting a precedence that 18 

theoretically undermines the whole -- one of the basic 19 

principles of the reason we're here?  So, you know, those 20 

are my comments, I think.  I don't have any problem -- 21 

the future -- the future (indiscernible) of undermining 22 

the basic principles of this plan. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh.  Any concerns or 24 

questions on the phone? 25 
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SPEAKER 5:  No, sir. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Kelly? 2 

SPEAKER 6:  Yeah.  I kind of agree with the 3 

concerns brought by Trey (indiscernible).  Looking at 4 

Table 2 and the annual change, it seems like these 5 

numbers sort of shift wildly from one year to the next, 6 

so -- and I urge caution in making decisions based on one 7 

year of data, and I recognize that there's a, you know, 8 

compounded annual growth rate, as well, but the shift 9 

from 2013 to 2014 -- 10 

SPEAKER 1:  Sure.   11 

SPEAKER 6:  (Indiscernible), yes. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  I share all those concerns and 13 

we've had some discussions about all of those, in terms 14 

of trying to settle this out.  We have turned down this 15 

request previously.  Unfortunately, and I live in a 16 

market that is divided and consolidated and patients 17 

don't really move between providers, regardless of what 18 

the capacity is in Provider A versus Provider B because 19 

they go where their doctor goes, and what we had was a 20 

large shift of physicians who were actively engaged in 21 

one institution in the community who chose -- I've heard 22 

various terms used about why the choice was made, but who 23 

chose to shift their affiliation.  That was their 24 

business and professional decision, but they've 25 
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essentially created an imbalance inside a local market in 1 

the process and then they resigned their privileges to 2 

provide any service at another underutilized facility as 3 

part of that process.  I may not have any -- I may not 4 

believe that was the world's greatest idea, but I 5 

understand why that happened.   6 

At some point -- and I believe the numbers 7 

next year will look even more unbalanced than they do 8 

this year based on anecdotal inquiries from people in the 9 

community.  I also recognize that patients who get 10 

delayed access because of overcrowding in an institution 11 

or having their procedures done very late in the day or 12 

into the evening are also suffering in this process, in 13 

terms of their personal care, and don't understand why 14 

that should occur. 15 

And, in addition, I understand the issue of 16 

mergers and acquisitions and hospital versus outpatient 17 

charging structures and, as Dr. Patel knows, I can't 18 

control that.  The market forces are not something that I 19 

believe this committee can control, per se, but the 20 

market is addressing charging, including, for instance, 21 

the move in congress to take the hospital outpatient 22 

payment system, which pays more, versus the IDTF and go 23 

to what's called single site of service and essentially 24 

reduce the (indiscernible) payment, which would address 25 
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the cost issue in the process. 1 

It's a judgment call and, while I don't 2 

think these come up very often, if you go back and look 3 

at our petitions, they do come up, just as the Dosher 4 

situation doesn't fit the mold and assumptions of the 5 

plan.   6 

At the end of the day, my personal judgment 7 

is that at some point I put patients first, in terms of 8 

where they are getting their services, and believe the 9 

market can address that, but I can't solve that through a 10 

CHIC mechanism.   11 

As I noted earlier, the need is not an award 12 

to an institution.  It is a competitive need, but the 13 

data indicates that only one of the competitors in the 14 

market is substantially burdened by utilization 15 

constraints.  So I also -- and I also recognize that if 16 

we turn this down waiting to see what the data would look 17 

like, would it rebalance, would, in fact, this congestion 18 

lead to more patients being cared for in one of those 19 

other facilities, and I don't see that happening this 20 

year.  I don't believe it will happen next year.  It 21 

doesn't happen in my own community where we have had 22 

similar imbalances, but they haven't reached the extreme 23 

that we have here, and this is an extreme case of 24 

facility imbalance. 25 
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So my personal view was that, while it's not 1 

something that I'm enthused about, at some point I also  2 

-- my heart is with the people who are being cared for, 3 

and so I personally support this recommendation on that 4 

basis, recognizing the cost issues, recognizing that 5 

there, in fact, is a lot of unused capacity at other 6 

sites in the county, but I see no mechanism for it to get 7 

used that's likely to succeed and relieve that patient 8 

burden that is also occurring.   9 

Trey, you look like you're having trouble 10 

with my feelings. 11 

SPEAKER 4:  I think that, you know, the 12 

patient is -- it's not a family practice doctor, I think.  13 

Patients have always come first and I probably didn't 14 

know my dad as well as a lot of other folks because he 15 

was always at the hospital, but -- and that's always a 16 

concern to me.  I think a lot of the stuff we've done 17 

today, forward thinking, helps patients. 18 

I'm concerned -- I mean, is -- is not -- 19 

this is more of maybe a philosophical question on the 20 

plan and what we're here to protect.  Is the plan not 21 

designed to enforce the market to absorb this capacity?  22 

And, at some point in patient care, I mean, you've got 23 

the Hippocratic oath and, you know, you can say all that 24 

stuff, but at some point I believe doctors will do the 25 
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right thing for their patients, and it is not the purpose 1 

of this plan to force the healthcare system to utilize 2 

what they have to the best of patients -- to help the 3 

healthcare community. 4 

If we do this, I feel like we're sort of 5 

undermining, that we're not -- we're not using this to, 6 

honestly, force the utilization of the capacity in 7 

marketplaces, which -- and it's not a quality issue, as 8 

far as I understand, at the other -- at the other 9 

hospitals, that there's -- there's good quality care out 10 

there and these docs could use other facilities if they 11 

were getting backlogged because it's out there. 12 

And I'm more or less concerned about the 13 

undermining of the whole system based on approval of this 14 

because I think this is conceptually what it was designed 15 

for, was to force people to work together and utilize -- 16 

and build a strong healthcare community and not these 17 

little silos (indiscernible).   18 

I understand the business aspects of it and 19 

I sympathize with them.  I just personally think that 20 

this is a slippery slope (indiscernible) policies. 21 

SPEAKER 7:  Mr. Chairman, you know, I 22 

respect your comments.  I've held you at very high regard 23 

over the years I've served and you've been here even way 24 

before I got here.  We all care about patients.  I can 25 
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guarantee you that in the United States of America, let 1 

alone North Carolina, Wake County, no patient will suffer 2 

anything terminal.  We all fast for colonoscopies and 3 

take preps and cardiac caths and so on, that this plan is 4 

designed to compel change amongst hospital and physician 5 

behavior to promote quality and to promote competition, 6 

not reduce competition and so on. 7 

This, in effort, would reduce competition 8 

because it is very clear that academic institutions, in 9 

general, which Rex is a part of, clearly get reimbursed 10 

at a much higher rate because they're teaching 11 

institutions.  The teaching does not go on in nine 12 

counties that are under the UNC banner.  Teaching goes on 13 

primarily at UNC-Chapel Hill and that negotiating power 14 

is being used to swallow up all kinds of hospitals that 15 

raise the cost of healthcare. 16 

It is our duty at the CHIC to stand and be 17 

as such and this is not about UNC or Wake.  It could be 18 

anywhere in the State of North Carolina. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 20 

SPEAKER 7:  When more monies are spent and 21 

there are higher deductibles and HSAs and so on, that 22 

bounces back to the patient, and clearly, they're -- 23 

whenever we are presented with such, in any table that we 24 

have, we never have any economics attached to it.  We 25 
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always have the great things about, you know, patient 1 

safety, patient access, but we all tout value, but we 2 

never vote in -- vote for value.  Value here is a vote no 3 

and that is how I will be voting on this. 4 

SPEAKER 1:  You should vote no if that's how 5 

you feel.  That's why we have votes. 6 

SPEAKER 7:  I respect you, but this -- this 7 

is wrong.  There's a precedence.  I mean, this is going 8 

to create incredible precedence in the state. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, I disagree with that, but 10 

-- about the precedent, but, you know, inpatient 11 

catheterizations are what they are (indiscernible), but I 12 

respect your position.  I don't like over-consolidation 13 

in the market, but this plan doesn't control that, but if 14 

you feel -- you know, this is why we have votes.  15 

The committee is not obligated to accept the 16 

Agency recommendation, so if -- I sincerely tell you, if 17 

those concerns, you believe, are more important than the 18 

value and judgment that I personally support, I'm not 19 

uncomfortable having you vote no. 20 

SPEAKER 7:  Thank you. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  That's what the purpose of being 22 

here is.  This is not a rubber stamp.  And -- and I also 23 

-- it's a judgment call.  I don't believe disaster will 24 

strike if this is turned down, but I do think that 25 
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patient -- you know, there are certain patient care 1 

issues which will be aggravated and I -- you know, so 2 

you're living in the community.  I live far away and I 3 

don't have the same perspective. 4 

I will tell you that in my personal view, if 5 

this is a tie vote, I am allowed to vote and I am going 6 

to consider whether I'm willing to vote, but if it is a 7 

tie and I don't vote, the motion fails as proposed. 8 

So, any further discussion?  Kelly?  Dr. 9 

Moore? 10 

SPEAKER:  I would just add, just as my 11 

personal perspective with regard to the dynamics of 12 

hospital and physician affiliations, it's very 13 

complicated.  It changes.  It is beyond the influence of 14 

what we can accomplish, I think, by ruling on this or any 15 

other similar CHIC petition, and that we -- I, 16 

personally, would prefer to allow those physicians and 17 

patients who are working in overburdened facilities to 18 

have the advantage of newer and more readily accessible 19 

equipment in the venue in which they've chosen to have 20 

their care. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Very good.  Thank you, Dr. 22 

Moore.  Kelly, any further concerns or questions? 23 

SPEAKER:  No.  I think (indiscernible). 24 

SPEAKER 1:  I would agree.  This is not one 25 
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that I think in a muted conversation reflects that.  So 1 

because this is going to be potentially a head count 2 

vote, what I'm probably going to do is we will do a 3 

recorded vote so that I actually don't have to guess who 4 

says yes and no.  So I'll start with Trey. 5 

SPEAKER 4:  No. 6 

SPEAKER 1:  Vote no. 7 

SPEAKER 4:  No. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  Kelly? 9 

SPEAKER:  I'm going to vote for the 10 

recommendation. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  Dr. Moore? 12 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 13 

SPEAKER 1:  Yes.  So we have a tie vote.  I 14 

am not going to vote on this and, as a result of the tie 15 

vote, the motion will die.   16 

SPEAKER:  Thank you. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  I think we also have a second 18 

petition for an adjusted need determination for one 19 

shared fixed cardiac cath unit in Harnett County.  I will 20 

ask Paige to present it. 21 

SPEAKER 2:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  22 

There were nine letters of support received in regard to 23 

this petition.  Harnett Health requests an adjusted need 24 

determination for one unit of shared, fixed cardiac 25 
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catheterization equipment for the 20 -- the North 1 

Carolina 2016 State Medical Facilities Plan.   2 

The proposed plan provides two standard 3 

methodology need determinations for cardiac 4 

catheterization equipment.  Application of these 5 

methodologies does not generate a need for a fixed or 6 

shared cardiac catheterization equipment in Harnett 7 

County. 8 

Methodology one, as it is written, does not 9 

apply to Harnett County as it only addresses facilities 10 

that have the cardiac catheterization laboratory.  11 

Methodology two provides for the opportunity for a 12 

service area that has no fixed laboratory, but instead 13 

utilizes a mobile laboratory.  Need exists for one unit 14 

of shared, fixed equipment, cardiac catheterization 15 

equipment, when the number of cardiac catheterization 16 

procedures performed on a mobile site exceeds 240 17 

procedures per year.    18 

The petition indicates that Harnett Health 19 

has not utilized a mobile cardiac catheterization 20 

laboratory as required to generate a need through the 21 

methodology two, but transfers cardiac catheterization 22 

payments to other facilities in neighboring counties. 23 

Data regarding drive time and distance to 24 

both Harnett Health facilities, Betsy Johnson in Dunn and 25 
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Central Harnett Health in Lillington, show that the 1 

closest facility to either is Johnston Health at 24.5 2 

miles or approximately 37 minutes.  The nearest facility 3 

affiliated with Harnett Health, Cape Fear Valley Medical 4 

Center, is approximately 30 miles and a 40-minute drive.  5 

These drive times and distances are important in looking 6 

at optimal patient care.   7 

The standard clinical treatment for ST 8 

elevation myocardial infarctions, or STEMI, is 9 

reprofusion, a procedure performed in the cardiac 10 

catheterization laboratory.  The 2013 ACCF-AHA guidelines 11 

for management of STEMI is the most comprehensive 12 

resource for the treatment of patients with a diagnosis 13 

of this type of myocardial infarction.   14 

The report endorses goals for STEMI patients 15 

with an ideal first medical contact to device time system 16 

goal of 90 minutes or less.  The data shows that 17 

transport of patients from Harnett Health to a hospital 18 

that offers interventional cardiac cath procedures would 19 

require a third to more than half of the time allotted in 20 

the 90-minute -- 90-minute window of treatment. 21 

Furthermore, the North Carolina Office of 22 

EMS -- STEMI, EMS, Triage and Destination Plan includes a 23 

decision point for transporting patients to the nearest 24 

PCI-capable hospital at 30 minutes transport time.  25 
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Distance to care is an important component of this 1 

discussion, but the volume of patients is another fact to 2 

consider. 3 

Data provided in the petition indicates an 4 

estimated number of 1,708 of these procedures in 2013 and 5 

2,114 in 2014, Harnett County residents.  Other 6 

calculations state that 67% of cardiac catheterization 7 

procedures for Harnett County residents are diagnostic.  8 

Comparatively, the statewide percentage is calculated as 9 

57. 10 

Assuming 50% out migration and using the 11 

lower statewide calculation of 57%, in the most recent 12 

data year of 2014 the minimum estimated diagnostic 13 

procedures would be 603, which is more than double the 14 

240 threshold that would generate a need in methodology 15 

two.   16 

Given the available information and the 17 

comments submitted by August 14th, the Agency recommends 18 

approval of the petition.  This concludes the Agency 19 

report. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  So we have a 21 

petition to add one shared, fixed cardiac cath unit in 22 

Harnett County now open for discussion.  Do any members 23 

of the committee have a question or concern about this 24 

petition and the recommendation? 25 
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SPEAKER:  None. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  None?  Jeff? 2 

SPEAKER:  None. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  Dr. Patel, you look 4 

quizzical. 5 

SPEAKER:  No. 6 

SPEAKER 1:  You're fine.  Okay.  So a vote 7 

"yes" is to add the need in Harnett County to the plan 8 

for 2016.  All those in favor, signify by saying "aye." 9 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 10 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 11 

SPEAKER 4:  And I refuse. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  And Trey refused, so it is 13 

adopted.  Thank you, sir.  We now need a motion to vote 14 

and approve the cardiac cath recommendations to the CHIC 15 

as a whole.  I need a -- 16 

SPEAKER:  Motion to approve with the 17 

exception of the motion that died; is that correct? 18 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, that's part of our report. 19 

SPEAKER:  Oh, okay.  Yes.   20 

SPEAKER:  Second. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Second?  Any further discussion? 22 

(No response.) 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Seeing none, all those in favor, 24 

say "aye." 25 
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SPEAKERS:  Aye. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.   2 

--------------------------------------------------------- 3 

10/7/2015 - SHCC Recording 4 

50:12 to 1:43:54 5 

  SPEAKER 1:  We'll now go on to the report 6 

of the Technology and Equipment Committee, which I 7 

personally chair, as well as chairing the full CHIC.  On 8 

September 16th, 2015, the Technology and Equipment 9 

Committee met to consider the petitions and comments in 10 

response to Chapter 9 of the North Carolina proposed 2016 11 

SMFP.  The committee makes the following recommendations 12 

for consideration by the North Carolina State Health 13 

Coordinating Council in preparation for the technology 14 

and equipment chapter of the 2016 SMFP.  This is Chapter 15 

9 of the plan.   16 

The first section of Chapter 9 that I'll 17 

discuss is Magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI, section.  18 

The proposed 2016 SMFP showed two need determinations for 19 

additional fixed MRI scanners in Lincoln and Mecklenburg 20 

Counties.   21 

Over the summer, Health Planning received 22 

updated data resulting in corrections to the MRI scanner 23 

inventory table.  The changes created a need 24 

determination for one additional fixed MRI scanner in 25 
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Guilford County. 1 

There were two comments regarding the MRI 2 

section.  The committee received three petitions over the 3 

summer for an adjusted need determination in the MRI 4 

scanner section of the 2016 SMFP.  The first petition was 5 

concerning Lincoln County and was filed by Carolinas 6 

Healthcare System.  The request was for an adjusted need 7 

determination to remove the need for one fixed MRI 8 

scanner in Lincoln County.  No comments were received on 9 

this petition.   10 

The committee discussed the petition in the 11 

Agency report, which recommended approval of the petition 12 

request, which is to remove the need.  The concurrence 13 

was that Lincoln County does not -- does have unique 14 

circumstances, including a potential change to future MRI 15 

volume and slow projected growth rate in the county that 16 

would probably preclude existing or new providers from 17 

meeting the CON standards of a qualified applicant.  The 18 

committee recommends to the CHIC that the Petitioner 19 

request be approved for an adjusted need determination, 20 

which is to remove the need.   21 

A second petition was filed in Wake County 22 

by Raleigh Radiology.  Raleigh Radiology requested an 23 

adjusted need determination to add the need for one fixed 24 

MRI scanner in Wake County.  Two letters of support were 25 
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received, two comments in opposition and one general 1 

comment concerning this petition.   2 

The committee discussed the petition and 3 

Agency report which recommended approval of the petition 4 

request.  Data presented in the Agency report 5 

demonstrated a high weighted procedure average for the 6 

last ten years with only one need being generated by the 7 

standard methodology.  Projections of data indicated a 8 

need determination would potentially be generated by the 9 

standard methodology in the 2017 plan. 10 

Additional dialogue included the potential 11 

for grandfathered mobile MRI machines to suppress need 12 

determinations.  The committee agreed that the proactive 13 

approach to healthcare planning was preferred and 14 

recommended to the CHIC that the petition be approved for 15 

an adjusted need determination for one fixed MRI in Wake 16 

County. 17 

The third petition is from Brunswick County 18 

concerning J. Arthur Dosher Memorial Hospital.  J. Arthur 19 

Dosher Memorial Hospital requested an adjusted need 20 

determination to add the need for one fixed MRI scanner 21 

in Brunswick County with a lower tiered planning 22 

threshold of 1,716 weighted procedures for applicants.  23 

The petition received 45 letters of support and one 24 

comment in opposition.   25 
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The committee discussed the petition and the 1 

Agency report which recommended approval of the petition 2 

request.  The concurrence was that Brunswick County does 3 

have unique circumstances, including an MRI that is 4 

classified in the SMFP as fixed, but is available for 5 

fewer hours than a mobile machine is typically available.  6 

   The fixed machine is located four miles from 7 

the hospital, which potentially serves as a barrier for 8 

inpatient care.  The committee recommends to the CHIC 9 

that the Petitioner request be approved for an adjusted 10 

need determination in Brunswick County.  11 

In the cardiac catheterization equipment 12 

section, since the proposed 2016 SMFP there have been no 13 

changes in need projections for cardiac catheterization 14 

equipment.  The proposed 2016 SMFP showed one need 15 

determination for fixed cardiac catheterization equipment 16 

in Cumberland County.  There were no need determinations 17 

for shared, fixed cardiac catheterization or mobile 18 

cardiac catheterization equipment anywhere in the state. 19 

During the summer, two petitions were 20 

received for adjusted need determinations in the cardiac 21 

catheterization section of the 2016 SMFP.  The first 22 

petition was from Wake County filed by Rex Healthcare.  23 

Rex Healthcare requested an adjusted need determination 24 

for one additional unit of fixed cardiac catheterization 25 
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equipment in Wake County in the 2016 SMFP.  There were 1 

four comments in total, including one from the 2 

Petitioner, one in support and two in opposition. 3 

The committee has no recommendation to 4 

forward to the CHIC on this petition.  The committee vote 5 

resulted in a tie and the motion died at that time.  No 6 

additional motions were made concerning this petition.  7 

This is essentially a denial of the petition as it 8 

currently sits.   9 

A second petition came from Harnett County 10 

from Harnett Healthcare.  Harnett Health requested an 11 

adjusted need determination for one additional unit of 12 

shared, fixed cardiac catheterization equipment in 13 

Harnett County in the 2016 SMFP.  Nine letters of support 14 

were received.  The committee discussed the petition and 15 

the Agency report which recommended approval of this 16 

request. 17 

Based on the data presented in the Agency 18 

report, the committee agreed that Harnett County has the 19 

volume of cardiac catheterization to support a shared, 20 

fixed machine.  In addition, the current driving miles to 21 

the nearest cardiac catheterization lab is potentially 22 

outside of the current clinical recommendation for ST 23 

elevated myocardial infarction patients.  The committee 24 

recommends to the CHIC that the petition request be 25 
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approved for an adjusted need determination for one unit 1 

of shared, fixed cardiac catheterization equipment in 2 

Harnett County.   3 

In the positron emission tomography section, 4 

there has been no change in the need projections for PET 5 

scanners.  These are really PET/CT scanners, in reality.  6 

There is no need determination for an additional fixed or 7 

mobile PET scanner anywhere in the state.  The committee 8 

received one petition regarding PET scanners.   9 

The petition, which was a statewide request, 10 

came from Alliance Healthcare Services.  They requested 11 

an adjusted need determination for zero conversions 12 

pursuant to Policy TE-1, fixed and mobile PET scanners in 13 

the 2016 SMFP.  Two comments were received in opposition.  14 

The petition and the Agency report, which recommended 15 

denial of the petition request, were discussed by the 16 

committee. 17 

The consensus was that the potential changes 18 

in the next few years in mobile PET indicate the 19 

possibility of needing more capacity than is currently 20 

existing or even proposed.  The Agency report indicated 21 

the division of health services regulation will continue 22 

to monitor and reevaluate annually applicants for Policy 23 

TE-1, PET utilization and the site distribution of these 24 

units.  The committee recommends to the CHIC denial of 25 
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this petition.  The effect of this is to leave Policy TE-1 

1 to function as written. 2 

Lithotripsy section.  Since the proposed 3 

2016 SMFP, there have been no changes in the need 4 

projections for lithotripsy.  There is a statewide need 5 

determination identified for one lithotripter.  The 6 

committee received no petitions or comments over the 7 

summer regarding the lithotripsy section of the proposed 8 

2016 SMFP. 9 

Linear accelerator section.  Since the 10 

proposed 2016 SMFP, there have been no changes in need 11 

projections for linear accelerators.  There is no need 12 

indicated anywhere in the state for additional linear 13 

accelerators.  The committee received no petitions and 14 

only one comment regarding linear accelerators. 15 

Gamma Knife section.  The proposed 2016 SMFP 16 

shows no changes in need projections for Gamma Knife.  17 

There is no need for Gamma Knives anywhere in the state 18 

at this time.  The committee received no petitions or 19 

comments over the summer regarding the Gamma Knife 20 

section of the proposed 2016 SMFP. 21 

The committee recommends to the State Health 22 

Coordinating Council approval of Chapter 9, Technology 23 

and Equipment, with the understanding that staff is 24 

authorized to continue making necessary updates to the 25 
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narratives, tables and need determinations as indicated.  1 

   Do I have a motion for that? 2 

SPEAKER 2:  Moved. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.  And a second? 4 

SPEAKER 3:  Second. 5 

SPEAKER 1:  I heard second.  Okay.  This is 6 

now open for discussion.  Dr. Green? 7 

SPEAKER 4:  Just a clarification.  On the 8 

cardiac cath equipment section, the petition from Rex 9 

Healthcare for an adjusted need determination, where you 10 

ended up in this report is you were recommending not to 11 

approve that; is that correct? 12 

SPEAKER 1:  The committee effectively voted 13 

denial --  14 

SPEAKER 4:  Okay.  Thank you. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  -- in its present form because 16 

it didn't act to approve the petition. 17 

SPEAKER 4:  Okay.  Thank you. 18 

SPEAKER 1:  That's the current status.  Yes, 19 

sir. 20 

SPEAKER 5:  I had previously recused myself 21 

on the MRI discussion for Dosher.  Do I need to re-recuse 22 

myself or does that kind of carry through? 23 

SPEAKER 1:  So noted, but the public record 24 

does show a prior recusal. 25 
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SPEAKER 5:  Perfect.  Thanks. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Mr. Bergot (phonetic)? 2 

SPEAKER 6:  Mr. Chair, can we extract the 3 

Rex Healthcare discussion and discuss that as a board? 4 

SPEAKER 1:  Certainly, we can discuss it and 5 

act on it prior to voting on the entire -- the entire 6 

proposal.  This is the area of discussion, so -- 7 

SPEAKER 6:  Go ahead? 8 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, unless there are other -- 9 

the way I'll probably treat that is as a motion issue  10 

and -- 11 

SPEAKER 6:  Make a new motion? 12 

SPEAKER 1:  -- and we'll go from there.  So 13 

Mr. Bergot proposes to extract the Rex Healthcare 14 

petition for further discussion and review by the entire 15 

committee.  Do I hear a second for that? 16 

SPEAKER 7:  Second. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  There's a second from Dr. Parik.  18 

If you -- we will not discuss the motion.  If we choose 19 

to vote "yes," it means that you desire to have a further 20 

discussion about that petition.  If you vote "no," you 21 

are essentially voting to deny the petition in the form 22 

that it is currently, and it can be a little confusing, 23 

so I want people to know what they're voting on. 24 

SPEAKER 6:  Say it one more time. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  You have moved to extract the 1 

Rex petition section of the report for review by the 2 

entire council.  That was seconded, so I'm going to treat 3 

that as a motion requiring a vote.  If you vote "yes," we 4 

will take that petition and discuss it and come to a vote 5 

on that, the specifics of that petition and the committee 6 

can either approve it or reject the -- the 7 

recommendation, and the staff, I think, will -- I'll 8 

probably have them recap the Agency report on this if we 9 

move ahead.   10 

If you vote "no," you essentially are 11 

satisfied with what is there and we'll save a whole bunch 12 

of time, but I'm not telling -- that's just basically how 13 

it will play out because I expect there to be a fair 14 

discussion if it's extracted, which is fine. 15 

So all of those in favor of extracting the 16 

Rex petition for further consideration -- individual 17 

consideration, signify by saying "aye." 18 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  All of those who are opposed? 20 

SPEAKERS:  No. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  I'm going to need a show 22 

of hands.  I won't depend on voice volume at my desk.  I 23 

also will go through the phone.  Why don't we do the 24 

phone first?  Kurt, do you have a vote, yea or nay? 25 
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SPEAKER 8:  Yea. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Yea, you would like it 2 

extracted.  Mr. Lambeth, are you on the phone? 3 

(No response.) 4 

SPEAKER 1:  No?  Denise (indiscernible)? 5 

SPEAKER 9:  I vote nay. 6 

SPEAKER 1:  You vote no? 7 

SPEAKER 9:  Yes, sir. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  And Steve Lawler? 9 

SPEAKER 10:  I vote yea. 10 

SPEAKER 1:  Yea.  So I've got two yeas and 11 

one nay on the phone.  Okay.  Now, all of those who are 12 

in the room where I can count -- or maybe I'll have the 13 

staff count hands because I can't see everybody, so I'm 14 

going to designate Kelly to count for me.   15 

All of those in favor of further discussion 16 

of the Rex petition, please raise their hand, high enough 17 

so we can see it.  I don't want a miscount.   18 

SPEAKER 11:  I see seven. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  You see seven.  Okay.  All of 20 

those opposed to extraction, raise their hand. 21 

SPEAKER 11:  Seven. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Seven.  And we had -- so by a 23 

margin of one vote, we will extract this for further 24 

discussion.   25 
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Here's how -- here is how we will do this, 1 

and I want to start out by saying that I am not pro-Rex, 2 

I am not pro-Wake, nor am I anti the two involved 3 

organizations.   4 

For those of you -- I hope everyone has read 5 

the petition, but I will put a little bit of a framework 6 

around the petition and then we'll start comments. 7 

This is one in a series of petitions we have 8 

received that are related to an economic situation in 9 

Wake County that has resulted in a substantial patient 10 

shift in the county.  You can have your view of whether 11 

that was a good idea, bad idea, but that's what happened 12 

and we've had a variety of petitions trying to address 13 

one or the other viewpoint of, you know, how that plays 14 

out. 15 

I don't think there is a right or wrong 16 

here.  This is a question of judgment about where you 17 

draw lines, and the Agency report, which the Agency 18 

worked on has drawn the line in a certain place which I 19 

would say is related to the impact on the least 20 

represented group at this table, which are the patients, 21 

and it's based on a utilization model. 22 

I can fully understand those who want to 23 

support the methodology, which clearly shows there is a 24 

surplus of equipment in the -- in the service area, and 25 
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there will continue to be a surplus whichever way this is 1 

voted.   2 

There's a substantial unused capacity in the 3 

county.  It's not distributed to where the patients are, 4 

and I'm not telling anyone how to vote, but I do want 5 

people to understand that's why we take votes.  We're not 6 

obligated to accept the Agency's, you know, attempt to 7 

find the Gordian knot solution, but it is -- it is our 8 

responsibility as representatives of the people of the 9 

state, as it says under Executive Order 46, to act in our 10 

best judgment and I don't know what the best judgment is, 11 

but I think there are sincere beliefs on both sides of 12 

the issue. 13 

So -- 14 

SPEAKER 10:  (Indiscernible.) 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah. 16 

SPEAKER 10:  Steve Lawler. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah, Steve. 18 

SPEAKER 10:  First of all, I admire you for 19 

your Solomon-like approach to this.   20 

SPEAKER 1:  I didn't do the -- 21 

SPEAKER 10:  (Indiscernible) this up was 22 

just to make sure that I, myself, and perhaps the rest of 23 

the group had a greater understanding of, you know, how 24 

the methodology set the stage and drove the discussion 25 
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for the committee and then how the committee, you know, 1 

came to a split decision, as do you.   2 

I mean, I -- you know, I'm kind of 3 

ambivalent in regards to supporting one side to the 4 

other.  I do support, you know, the idea that all 5 

patients should have access to the right care as close to 6 

home as possible and, you know, this -- what's going on 7 

in Wake County, as far as, you know, I can tell is, you 8 

know, it's a tale of physician alignment that kind of 9 

moved and shifted patients from one location to another, 10 

but had little impact at all in regards to total demand 11 

within that service area. 12 

So, you know, my interest was really just 13 

getting a deeper understanding from the staff in regards 14 

to methodology and maybe some insight into the 15 

conversation that the -- that your committee had. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  I'll ask Paige to review the 17 

Agency report based on that. 18 

SPEAKER 12:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  So as we 19 

all know, the request was from Rex Healthcare and they 20 

requested an adjusted need determination for an 21 

additional fixed unit of cardiac catheterization in Wake 22 

County.   23 

Application of the methodologies, the 24 

utilization data and the proposed 2016 State Medical 25 
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Facilities Plan did not generate a need determination for 1 

fixed or shared cardiac catheterization equipment in Wake 2 

County. 3 

Rex was requesting the adjusted need 4 

determination based on the unique utilization trends 5 

faced by Rex.  Rex currently has a total inventory of 6 

four machines.  Using the standard methodology of 80% 7 

utilization, the number of machines for Wake County and 8 

Rex is 12.33 and 5, respectively.  9 

In the face of steady increases and aging 10 

population, the cardiac cath -- catheterization has 11 

remained fairly stable over the last decade.  Data that 12 

was presented in the Agency report illustrates that the 13 

compound annual growth rate and overall change in the 14 

weighted procedures for both Wake County and North 15 

Carolina from 2005 to 2014.   16 

In Wake County in the last ten years, the 17 

data shows an average annual change of negative 1.76, a 18 

decline, while the North Carolina compound annual growth 19 

over the same time period had an average annual decline 20 

of negative 1.94.  These indicate a slow and steady 21 

reduction in the number of procedures in both regions, 22 

with Wake County experiencing a slower decline than the 23 

state overall. 24 

However, data also presented in the Agency 25 
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report shows the opportunity to review the utilization 1 

trends on an annual basis.  In the most -- in 2014, the 2 

most recent data year, Wake County demonstrates an 3 

increase in annual number of procedures by 3.69%, while 4 

the state experienced a steeper decline of negative 5 

3.37%.  Thus, Wake County is experiencing recent unique 6 

growth as compared to statewide trends.   7 

Rex's petition suggests that they have 8 

unique utilization trends in the three years and they 9 

cite the professional affiliation with Wake Heart and 10 

Vascular Associates.   11 

Rex Hospital is the only provider in Wake 12 

County that has shown a consistent increase in the number 13 

of procedures over the last five years of data. 14 

More notably, Rex, in the most recent two 15 

years, has demonstrated utilization greater than 80%, 16 

which is the utilization threshold for determining a need 17 

in the health service area.  However, application of the 18 

methodology does generate needs for the facilities for 19 

both years, but considers procedure volume and number of 20 

machines in the entire service area, so Rex's deficit is 21 

offset by the surplus of machines in Wake County as a 22 

whole. 23 

Finally, Rex's utilization has increased 24 

from 84% last year to 100% in the most current year, 25 
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which calculates to the equivalent of one full machine.  1 

And with that, the Agency recommended approving the 2 

petition. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  Any questions 4 

for Paige about the Agency report before we go to other 5 

discussion? 6 

SPEAKER:  Yes, I have a question. 7 

SPEAKER 1:  Yes, sir. 8 

SPEAKER:  I noted that while -- while Wake 9 

had an increase, it was not uncommon in the period that 10 

you've shown on Table 2, back in 2008, Wake also showed 11 

an increase.  The state showed a larger increase and, 12 

yet, in the following three years, the actual requirement 13 

decreased.  So is the 3.69% increase an aberration?  Is 14 

it something that's just going to happen once or is it an 15 

ongoing trend?  And, at least according to the Table 2 16 

here, it may only be a one-year influx. 17 

SPEAKER 12:  Well, I think that you make an 18 

excellent point.  The data -- obviously, anything can 19 

happen.  If you look at the trends over the last ten 20 

years, there are certainly times where there have been 21 

increases for a couple years and then decreases for a 22 

couple years, so I think it would be difficult to project 23 

what will be happening next year, except to say that Rex 24 

now has had two years of unique utilization with that 25 
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only increasing. 1 

SPEAKER:  If I may? 2 

SPEAKER 1:  Sure. 3 

SPEAKER:  Isn't the charge of the committee 4 

and of the staff in this to look at the lines that were 5 

drawn?  If we want to change the lines, then shouldn't we 6 

recommend a change in lines and have the Petitioner 7 

request under the basis of a change in the lines drawn?  8 

So would we not have to change the -- the basis for 9 

coming up -- if you will, the population basis for coming 10 

up with the change that's being requested? 11 

SPEAKER 12:  I'm not sure I quite understand 12 

your question. 13 

SPEAKER:  You used Wake County. 14 

SPEAKER 12:  Yes, sir. 15 

SPEAKER:  Okay.  If you're looking at Rex 16 

alone, then you have to change the lines of -- of what -- 17 

where the population is counted.   18 

SPEAKER 1:  Mr. Lewis, I appreciate that 19 

comment and I think the -- that gets back to whether you 20 

redraw the statewide methodology for a unique 21 

circumstance in one county or whether you attempt to 22 

address that unique circumstance with a petition model 23 

that keeps the methodology in place statewide.   24 

There is no question that the overall 25 
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utilization of cardiac cath services is falling and has 1 

done so for more than five years statewide.  What you 2 

have here is a market share and distribution issue unique 3 

to one county, and I think that's the -- that's the 4 

question we wrestle with.  Should we change the 5 

methodology and overhaul it? 6 

The vast majority of opinion we have is that 7 

the methodology's got it right.  We don't need any more 8 

facilities statewide.  This gets back to the judgment do 9 

you make an adjustment in a -- in a circumstance in one 10 

area either to endorse the methodology as is or grant an 11 

exception to that methodology and that's what we're 12 

having our discussion over. 13 

SPEAKER:  Okay.  So the other issue that 14 

comes in the discussion between Wake and Rex is the -- 15 

the very providers, very physician group, that drove -- 16 

that drove -- drives the need at Rex was originally 17 

aligned with Wake, so why would that tell us -- and I 18 

don't know the answer to this, but why would that tell us 19 

that the population is now in the Rex area as opposed to 20 

the Wake area?  And again, it goes back to the issue of 21 

methodology for the county and for the state. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 23 

SPEAKER:  Mr. Chairman? 24 

SPEAKER 1:  Just a second.  Yeah.  Paige, I 25 
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think -- do you have any further comment on that last 1 

question?  And then we'll -- everyone will be heard 2 

before we do anything. 3 

SPEAKER 12:  No, sir.  I mean, I understand 4 

your point, but we go based on the way the methodology 5 

currently works and evaluated it based on the 6 

Petitioner's request for their utilization -- their 7 

specific utilization trends. 8 

SPEAKER:  I understand.   9 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah.   10 

SPEAKER:  Thank you. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  And I think at the end of the 12 

day it's a constrained market, not a free market.  Yes, 13 

sir. 14 

SPEAKER:  I want to apologize because I'm on 15 

that committee and I was not there that day at the 16 

meeting, and if I had been it wouldn't be three-three.  17 

It wouldn't have been, so a lot of this is because I just 18 

couldn't make that meeting, but if I had been there, I 19 

would have voted in favor for Rex. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh.  Yeah, it would have 21 

been an unusual one-vote margin, but, you know, the 22 

amazing thing is we usually reach consensus.  This was in 23 

a situation where we did not reach consensus in the 24 

committee and I respect the viewpoints of people on both 25 
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sides. 1 

SPEAKER:  Mr. Chairman, can Paige tell us 2 

how many excess cardiac cath beds are -- there are in 3 

this health service area?  And secondly, how far a 4 

distance WakeMed Cary and WakeMed Raleigh are from Rex, 5 

time-wise? 6 

SPEAKER 12:  Well, I think there's 7 

approximately seven bed -- or 12 -- what did I say, 12.33 8 

machines and 5 machines, so I think there's a seven-bed 9 

surplus.  And distance from WakeMed Raleigh to Rex, I 10 

mean, they're probably not more than 15 or 20 minutes 11 

apart. 12 

SPEAKER:  And does WakeMed Cary have cardiac 13 

cath services that you're aware of? 14 

SPEAKER 12:  WakeMed Cary does have cardiac 15 

cath services.   16 

SPEAKER:  Okay. 17 

SPEAKER 12:  Yes, sir. 18 

SPEAKER:  Thank you. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah.  You know, not everybody 20 

knows the geography of Wake County and I'm not an expert 21 

on it, you know, quite honestly.  Mr. Bergot, you made 22 

the motion.  Do you have anything to offer in terms of 23 

your viewpoint? 24 

SPEAKER 6:  When I read the staff's 25 
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recommendation and started reading the different 1 

information and saw the vote, you know, I started going 2 

back and just reading through things and some of the 3 

things I noted was the heart is still the number-one 4 

killer in Wake County.  It's one of the fastest growing 5 

counties in the state, over a million in population.  6 

It's going to continue to grow.  Probably is going to be 7 

accelerated from all the economic stuff that I look at 8 

and it's all about patient care.  9 

I mean, if you've got a facility that is 10 

100% utilized -- now, I look at it from a business point.  11 

I've got numerous businesses.  We're building and adding 12 

to businesses where there's businesses across the road 13 

that are declining, but that's because of great service 14 

and all the other things that we try to do.   15 

So, you know, I want us to be proactive and 16 

be ahead of the curve rather than reactive, and I think 17 

this is a proactive move.   18 

SPEAKER:  But if you could get that facility 19 

at a cheaper price, wouldn't you go that instead of 20 

buying -- taking new capital and getting a new facility? 21 

SPEAKER 6:  If it met my needs and it could 22 

be at a cheaper price.   23 

SPEAKER:  And I think that's what the 24 

committee really thought should happen here.  There are 25 
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numerous facilities available and they're going unused 1 

because Rex refuses to compromise. 2 

SPEAKER:  Well, couldn't the two -- is one 3 

willing to sell to another? 4 

SPEAKER:  I think they are. 5 

SPEAKER:  (Indiscernible).  I have one more 6 

question.  Do we know if the physicians at Rex also have 7 

admitting and clinical privileges at the other -- you 8 

know, at WakeMed and vice versa? 9 

SPEAKER 1:  The only piece of data I have is 10 

that I believe the physician group resigned their WakeMed 11 

privileges at the end of last year.   12 

SPEAKER:  Can I ask another question? 13 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah. 14 

SPEAKER:  What would keep Wake from hiring 15 

more physicians? 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, they would have to do 17 

that.   18 

SPEAKER:  I mean, if you --  19 

SPEAKER 1:  And on the cost point-of-view -- 20 

on the cost point-of-view, there is the cost of the 21 

equipment.  The cost of the procedures for these are all 22 

hospital-based and are basically set by Medicare or 23 

negotiations and these patients are going to get done, so 24 

there is a small macroeconomic adjustment for the 25 
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capital, but I'm not sure there's a big gradient.  1 

There's no outpatient imaging center equivalent pricing 2 

model for cardiac catheterization that I'm aware of 3 

anywhere in the state. 4 

Now, in defference that Dr. Parik made a 5 

fairly impassioned discussion about that lack of price 6 

competition in markets and I think I offered the return 7 

that this committee can't solve that, but I understand 8 

the concern as someone who's been through the healthcare 9 

system on both inpatient and outpatient sides in the last 10 

12 months.   11 

Any other viewpoints?  Kurt, on the phone, 12 

or Denise, either of you have a question, comment, 13 

observation? 14 

SPEAKER:  No, sir.  Just listening. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you.  Kurt? 16 

SPEAKER:  No.  I'm fine, thank you. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Kelly?  Trey? 18 

SPEAKER:  I guess since I've already fallen 19 

on this knife, for purposes of transparency to the group 20 

and why I voted no on the petition, Mr. Bergot's point, 21 

to a certain point, I mean, being a more capitalistic 22 

nature.  This tugs on my heartstrings a little bit.  Good 23 

on Rex for offering these docs a place to go. 24 

My concern, today's environment, based on 25 
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this, the plan as it stands and our role to operate 1 

within the ream of this plan and protect it, I feel like 2 

approving this petition is probably bad precedence for 3 

the plan in general.  This -- and my opinion is one of 4 

the glaring reasons the CON process was developed, in 5 

general.   6 

You've got a big area, a big county with a 7 

lot of resources and the purpose of this plan and the 8 

access, the value, is to force collaboration and force 9 

folks to use -- to utilize all the resources.   10 

Now, I think there are certain aspects in 11 

this -- in this plan where it may limit quality care, 12 

that it inhibits people's ability to come in and provide 13 

a quality service. 14 

I don't think that Duke and WakeMed, if 15 

patients went there, would be receiving poor care.  16 

Before the case, I probably would have voted the other 17 

way.  I think there needs to be the opportunity for these 18 

hospitals to come together and figure out how to utilize 19 

all of the resources in the county first.   20 

I think at the end of the day, Dr. 21 

(Indiscernible) point, at the end of the day, the 22 

patients are who we are looking out for.   23 

I encourage Duke and WakeMed and Rex to talk 24 

together and figure out a way to play nice in the 25 
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sandbox, to utilize the resources that we have in hand.  1 

You know, per my personal opinion is that this can't be 2 

solved, doesn't be solved, can't be solved, you know, it 3 

needs to come up again and -- and if patient's care is 4 

being inhibited, I'll probably switch my vote, but, you 5 

know, currently, we need to, I think there are quality 6 

resources and the basic principle of this plan is to 7 

allow the community to use those resources 8 

collaboratively, and I'm not sure we've, at this point, 9 

exhausted all collaborative opportunities, and that's -- 10 

that's why I voted no. 11 

SPEAKER:  Can I ask a question? 12 

SPEAKER 1:  So I assume you're still 13 

speaking against the petition? 14 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  Yes, sir. 16 

SPEAKER:  If we don't vote "yes" -- I mean, 17 

if we vote "yes," then there is an incentive for them to 18 

talk.  If we vote "no," there's no incentive for them to 19 

talk and do anything.  They just stay at odds. 20 

SPEAKER:  Well, I think it's something -- I 21 

think you would hope --  22 

SPEAKER:  You don't think so?  If I had -- 23 

if I owned a business across the street and somebody 24 

said, "Well, they're --" and say CON applied to car 25 
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dealerships and somebody said, "Well, now we're going to 1 

let you approve (indiscernible)," and I'd say, "Well, let 2 

me go talk to them and see if I can buy that one first 3 

before they put another one in." 4 

SPEAKER:  WakeMed has about 20 5 

cardiologists.  Your question about whether they can hire 6 

cardiologists.  The cardiology groups exist there and 7 

they have privileges, meaning, you know, those that are 8 

not employed by WakeMed.  There are employee 9 

cardiologists.   10 

SPEAKER:  Staff cardiologists? 11 

SPEAKER:  Yeah, staff and they have Cary 12 

Cardiology, which is another major group that are 13 

affiliated and they do cardiographs, they do 14 

intervention, and it was only as of January 1st, 2015 15 

that Wake Heart and Vascular pulled its privileges 16 

voluntarily.  That should tell you something.  That 17 

should tell all of us something, voluntarily.  WakeMed 18 

would like those docs back.  They were coming to both 19 

facilities despite having an affiliation with Rex. 20 

And before, they were situated at WakeMed, 21 

at WakeMed Raleigh.  So it's not a question of whether 22 

there are enough cardiologists at WakeMed currently.  23 

They both do cardiographs.  It was a voluntary exit and 24 

this is the same surface area, which is about five 25 
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minutes away and this would be an enormous precedent in 1 

the whole state.  Forget about Wake County.  I'm not 2 

worried about Wake County, even though I practice here.  3 

It could be Charlotte, it could be anywhere.  It could be 4 

any of the large counties.  You know, whatever happens in 5 

large counties will potentially start happening in many 6 

of the other large counties. 7 

SPEAKER:  I still think it's a customer 8 

service issue, you know.  Customers choose -- the 9 

patients choose to go to a certain facility or certain 10 

doctors to be provided a service. 11 

SPEAKER:  I would disagree with that.  I 12 

think -- I came at this as, also, an agnostic.  I didn't 13 

even know where the hospitals were and so I spent time 14 

looking at where they were and then I actually spoke to a 15 

board member for Rex this week and I became convinced 16 

that approving the petition was the wrong route.   17 

You know, there's a line in the movie "Cold 18 

Mountain" with Renee Zellweger before she got a facelift 19 

and she says -- 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Strike that from the minutes. 21 

SPEAKER:  -- all of this -- all of this is 22 

manmade, and I'll clean it up (indiscernible).  All of 23 

this was manmade.  This war is a cloud over the land, but 24 

they made the weather and now they're complaining because 25 
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they're getting wet.  Okay?   1 

Rex made this and Wake Cardiology or Heart, 2 

they made this and when they moved and then resigned 3 

their -- their positions at Wake, they required their 4 

patients -- or they didn't require, but they basically 5 

forced their patients to move to Rex.  The patients don't 6 

have a choice. 7 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh.  It's a constrained mark 8 

at the end of the -- a constrained market. 9 

SPEAKER:  Exactly. 10 

SPEAKER 1:  Jim, from a functional point-of-11 

view, if you have Trey's opinion, which is you'd like 12 

people to be nice in the sandbox, then you should vote to 13 

deny the petition because once you have the need in hand, 14 

the leverage to bargain, you know, with somebody else 15 

goes away. 16 

SPEAKER:  Well, my point, though, is before 17 

I would go build a new facility, if I could buy a 18 

facility at a lower price, I would make (indiscernible) 19 

decision.  I mean, I do that with buildings all the time. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah. 21 

SPEAKER:  I look at the cost of the new 22 

construction, the cost of renovation, and if I can make 23 

it work, I do the renovation because I make more money. 24 

SPEAKER 1:  That's assuming the product's 25 
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available, so --  1 

SPEAKER:  So I'm not sure I -- 2 

SPEAKER 1:  (Indiscernible.) 3 

SPEAKER:  I'm not sure I do understand what 4 

that tells me about the WakeMed Cardiology 5 

(indiscernible).  Can you (indiscernible) how that 6 

happened?  I don't know what it's about. 7 

SPEAKER:  So -- so what happened is Wake 8 

Heart and Vascular -- 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Hope nobody gets slandered in 10 

the process. 11 

SPEAKER:  -- (indiscernible) but because   12 

of --  13 

SPEAKER 1:  Do you have anything you want to 14 

say?  You okay?   15 

SPEAKER:  -- stress (indiscernible) for 16 

Medicare, cuts the ultrasounds to Medicare, which is 17 

(indiscernible) business and then also what happens is 18 

the private insurance industry (indiscernible).  They 19 

have to make decisions and (indiscernible).  That's the 20 

bottom line.  The electives are no longer there.  I mean, 21 

that's what happened.  I mean, you know, people need to 22 

know the real story. 23 

I'm not for one or the other.  I just want 24 

people to know that should we set a precedent in Wake 25 
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County, that's my concern because it'll impact 99 other 1 

counties.  That's the real concern.  It's not about just 2 

one petition.  It's about Mecklenburg, Forsyth, whatever, 3 

any high-populated area, and, guess what, to your, you 4 

know, issue -- or not issue, but the mention of you 5 

buying the existing facility, 140 or 50 million dollars 6 

in bond money has been raised for the new North Carolina 7 

Heart and Vascular Center by Rex. 8 

Yet, a seven- or eight-story hospital 9 

(indiscernible) in Raleigh and another four-story, three 10 

floors and a basement, sits in Cary.  It's operational.  11 

It's not hurting or anything like that, and that hurts 12 

because it hurts business.  Higher copays, higher, you 13 

know, health savings accounts.  It's not about just 14 

servicing -- services (indiscernible) and you pay 20, 30% 15 

more.   16 

Cardiac cath is bread and butter, as in 17 

diabetes care.  I mean, yes, you need good docs, don't 18 

get me wrong, but it's really bread and butter for them.  19 

I can't (indiscernible), but for those who do it, it's 20 

bread and butter.  It could raise the cost of small 21 

business, too. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Sandra? 23 

SPEAKER:  Mr. Chairman -- 24 

SPEAKER:  And again, it's a precedent 25 
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setting thing.  I mean, because you know one of the 1 

things set aside was a second linear accelerator that 2 

Duke asked for in Wake County that we approved and that 3 

was the reason cited in their petition, to approve their 4 

petition because precedent was already set.   5 

A second linear accelerator, this one was on 6 

the books for (indiscernible). 7 

SPEAKER:  Mr. Chairman -- 8 

SPEAKER 1:  Sandra? 9 

SPEAKER:  -- I would like to call the 10 

question and I'm trying to figure out what the question 11 

is.   12 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, I will frame the question. 13 

SPEAKER:  All right.  You frame the 14 

question.  I'm calling the question. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Call the question is a primary 16 

motion which means that debate is now -- the discussion 17 

is now halted on this and we go to a vote.  But I think 18 

the way to handle this is that we voted to extract this.  19 

What we need, I believe the motion will be intrinsic in 20 

that is if you -- the Agency recommendation was to grant 21 

the need.  If you vote "yes" to support the Agency 22 

recommendation, you are voting to add the need.   23 

If you vote "no," it is to deny the petition 24 

and, therefore, there will not be a need in the 2016 25 
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SMFP.  Once we settle that unresolved -- because it was a 1 

tie.  You can look at it.  It's unresolved.  Once that's 2 

settled, we will return to the original motion to vote on 3 

the committee report as amended or supported.  So I need 4 

a motion to adopt the Agency recommendation. 5 

SPEAKER:  Could I make a -- 6 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah.  Please do. 7 

SPEAKER:  -- suggestion?  It might be 8 

clearer if we -- if we made the motion around the actual 9 

petition because that's what we have to ultimately vote 10 

on.  We don't have to vote on the Agency report. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  That's fair.  We could do it 12 

that way. 13 

SPEAKER:  So could I move that we deny the 14 

petition from Rex? 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Do I hear a second for that? 16 

SPEAKER:  Second. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  So the Rex petition was 18 

to add a need and so -- 19 

SPEAKER:  Motion to deny. 20 

SPEAKER:  Motion to deny. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  So she has a motion to deny, so 22 

if you vote "yes," you are voting to deny the petition.   23 

SPEAKER:  It's turned around. 24 

SPEAKER:  That just flipped it? 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  That's correct.  I want 1 

everybody to be clear what we're going to vote on.  She  2 

-- the suggestion from Dr. Green is that a motion be made 3 

to deny the Rex petition, which is the flipside of the 4 

Agency, which I was trying to use previously. 5 

SPEAKER:  I think it's clear. 6 

SPEAKER:  It's clear. 7 

SPEAKER:  It's clear. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  So which way would you like me 9 

to phrase it?  Can we vote to deny -- 10 

SPEAKER:  The motion is to deny. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  -- or should we vote the Agency 12 

petition -- recommendation? 13 

SPEAKER:  We need to -- we need -- 14 

SPEAKER:  Vote to deny. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  So what the motion is, 16 

and I assume we have a second for that -- 17 

SPEAKER: I did second. 18 

SPEAKER 1:  The motion is to deny the 19 

request for an additional cardiac catheterization need in 20 

Wake County.  Bear in mind that while Rex made the 21 

petition, the need would be county-wide, so I think it's 22 

appropriate -- in the plan it will be listed as a Wake 23 

County need.   24 

SPEAKER:  Okay. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  So the motion is to deny the 1 

addition of a need in Wake County, so if you vote "yes," 2 

you are saying no new capacity.   3 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 4 

SPEAKER 1:  If you vote "no," then we will 5 

have to return to approving the need, potentially.   6 

SPEAKER 1:  So -- huh?  Have I got it -- 7 

have it got it completely confused? 8 

SPEAKER:  You got it. 9 

SPEAKER:  You got it. 10 

SPEAKER:  A no means -- 11 

SPEAKER 1:  The motion was for denial. 12 

SPEAKER:  The motion is to deny. 13 

SPEAKER:  Deny.  Yes is a deny? 14 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 15 

SPEAKER 1:  So if you vote "yes," you are -- 16 

I want everybody to be clear because this is important.  17 

We had a one-vote margin to extract this for discussion 18 

and I want to make sure that everyone is clear, when they 19 

cast their vote, what the meaning of this vote is going 20 

to be because it may be a one-vote margin again or maybe 21 

two votes.  I don't know what it'll be.  It may be five, 22 

hopefully, but we'll see. 23 

So the motion was made to deny.  The 24 

petition was to add a cardiac cath need in Wake County, 25 
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at its essence.  The motion is to deny the adjusted need 1 

request, so if you vote "yes" to the motion, you are 2 

voting to deny or not put a need in the plan in Wake 3 

County.   4 

If you vote "no," then we will have to re-5 

discuss or re-vote on whether or not we will then add a 6 

need in the plan if someone were to make that motion. 7 

So this is a petition to deny.  Now, because 8 

it was close, I'm going to actually ask for a show of 9 

hands and an indication of the individuals on the phone 10 

and so I'm going to start with our phone folks.  Kurt, 11 

what is your vote? 12 

SPEAKER:  No. 13 

SPEAKER 1:  Donnie Wembeth, are you on the 14 

phone? 15 

(No response.) 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Denise (Indiscernible)? 17 

SPEAKER:  I vote yes. 18 

SPEAKER 1:  Steve Lawler: 19 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  All right.  That's the phone 21 

group.  Now, all of those who want to vote "yes," which, 22 

again, is to deny -- not to put a need in the plan, 23 

please raise your hand, and you count.  Do we agree on 24 

the number?  You can put your hands down.   25 
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All of those who vote "no" on the motion, 1 

please raise their hand.  Okay.  What is our summary, 2 

Kelly? 3 

SPEAKER:  Twelve yeses and five nos. 4 

SPEAKER 1:  So the motion to deny the need 5 

carries and there will be no need in the 2016 SMFP in 6 

Wake County.   7 

We had no other extractions from the 8 

committee report, so I will return now to the committee 9 

report as amended by this council.  And by the way, I 10 

think this is a healthy discussion and that's why we hold 11 

votes.  We're not here just to, you know, to raise hands 12 

and rubber stamp things, so I'm actually delighted that 13 

we went through this process, even though it's run a 14 

little bit longer than planned. 15 

So we have a motion on the table to approve 16 

the Technology and Equipment Committee report.  All those 17 

in favor, signify by saying "aye." 18 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  It is adopted.  That was easy, 20 

wasn't it?   21 

All right.  Now, the next item on the agenda 22 

is what I term a clarification of language to Policy TE-2 23 

to the dental OR demonstration project and the need 24 

determination in Brunswick County.  In the course of a 25 
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variety of discussions, there was an identification of a 1 

implicit aspect of these proposals, which have now all 2 

been adopted.   3 

I'm going to ask Martha Frazzoni to briefly 4 

present and -- which I believe actually expresses the 5 

intent of the committee, but spells it out.  Could you 6 

give Martha the microphone?  You can sit there, but    7 

the -- 8 

SPEAKER:  Hopefully, you don't -- can y'all 9 

hear me? 10 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah. 11 

SPEAKER:  Okay.  Ordinarily, in the CON 12 

review there are performance standard rules that would 13 

apply and those performance standard rules are usually 14 

based on the methodologies adopted by the CHIC and 15 

approved by the governor.   16 

It became clear to us, however, that for the 17 

Brunswick MRI need determination, the dental ambulatory 18 

surgical center demonstration projects and probably 19 

Policy TE-2, that it is the implicit intent of the CHIC 20 

that a different standard would apply in the review. 21 

So if you look at the language of the dental 22 

demonstration project, which I believe is in your packet 23 

of materials, there were 11 criteria that Dr. Green 24 

reviewed.   25 
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We are suggesting and asking that the CHIC 1 

include a twelfth criteria for that that would make it 2 

explicit, that the performance standard rules in the OR 3 

rules would not apply.   4 

I don't believe that the applicants would be 5 

able to meet those performance standards which would 6 

necessitate us denying an otherwise approvable 7 

application, which I don't believe is the intent of the 8 

CHIC.   9 

The same is also true in the MRI rules.  The 10 

need determination itself says that the threshold for 11 

this MRI scanner would be at the lowest threshold.  12 

However, based on the standard methodology and the 13 

standard -- performance standard rules, a much higher 14 

threshold would apply and it's believed that, you know, 15 

no one would be able to successfully be approved for 16 

that, and if some of that same logic was applied in 17 

basically adjusting the need determination in Lincoln 18 

County and removing the need determination because it was 19 

felt that an applicant would not be able to meet the 20 

performance standards. 21 

With regard to policy TE-2, we looked at it 22 

and realized that there's no language at all that 23 

addresses the utilization of an intraoperative MRI 24 

scanner.  I know I'm asking to go back to the spring for 25 
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this.   1 

This is not something that's been discussed 2 

recently, but the threshold that an applicant would have 3 

to meet, given some of the criteria, I imagine it would 4 

end up being in the larger areas, such as Mecklenburg or 5 

Wake, where they would have to show as much as 4800 or 6 

more weighted MRI scans, and this type of machine which 7 

is limited by the language of the policy to inpatients 8 

only and cannot be used for anything but the surgical 9 

patients, and we don't want to be in the position of 10 

having to apply a rule that would basically nullify the 11 

need determination. 12 

So what we are asking for is the addition to 13 

each of those of a single sentence, and it will vary a 14 

little bit, for the adjusted MRI scanner need in 15 

Brunswick County and Policy TE-2.  The sentence that 16 

we're asking that you approve is to add the sentence, 17 

"The performance standards in 10(a) NCAC 14(c) 2703 would 18 

not be applicable."  The same sentence would be added as 19 

the new criteria 12 for the OR demonstration project.  20 

The only difference is it would state that the 21 

performance standards in 10(a) NCAC 14(c) 2103 would not 22 

be applicable because the qualification is in a different 23 

rule for OR than for MRI.  Any questions? 24 

(No response.) 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  Rob? 1 

SPEAKER:  Motion to approve. 2 

SPEAKER 1:  Is that because it's clear as 3 

mud?  Martha, thank you for your report.  As I said, I 4 

believe this is a clarification which expresses our 5 

intention in an explicit fashion and removes uncertainty 6 

later, so any discuss -- did I hear a second, by the way, 7 

to Rob's motion? 8 

SPEAKER:  Second. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Got a second.  Open for 10 

discussion.  Any discussion about adding this language to 11 

those three proposals? 12 

(No response.) 13 

SPEAKER 1:  Hearing none, all those in 14 

favor, signify by saying "aye." 15 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  It is approved.   17 

-------------------------------------------------------- 18 

3/30/2016 - T&E Recording 19 

10:49 to 25:30 20 

SPEAKER 1:  We will now look at Chapter 9, 21 

cardiac catheterization.  We will hear from Paige Bennett 22 

on the review of the policies and the need methodologies 23 

for cardiac catheterization.  Now, my -- it says here 24 

that I need a motion for that discussion approval. 25 
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SPEAKER 2:  After. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  But we'll do that afterwards.  2 

SPEAKER 2:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  The 3 

cardiac catheterization equipment planning areas are the 4 

same as the acute care bed service areas as defined in 5 

Chapter 5, Acute Care Beds, and shown in Figure 5.1.   6 

The cardiac catheterization equipment 7 

service area is a single county unless there is no 8 

licensed acute care hospital located within the county 9 

and those counties are then grouped with the single 10 

county where the largest proportion of patients received 11 

inpatient, acute care services. 12 

These service areas are reviewed every three 13 

years and this year they will be reviewed again and 14 

preliminary data analysis indicates there will be minor 15 

changes which will be discussed at the second meeting of 16 

this committee. 17 

There are two standard need determination 18 

methodologies for cardiac catheterization equipment.  19 

Methodology one is the standard methodology for 20 

determining need for additional fixed cardiac 21 

catheterization equipment and methodology two is for 22 

shared, fixed cardiac catheterization equipment. 23 

Steps one on methodology part one.  For 24 

fixed cardiac catheterization equipment, procedures are 25 
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weighted based on complexity as described on page 179 of 1 

the 2016 SMFP.  The State Health Coordinating Council 2 

defines capacity as 1500 diagnostic equivalent procedures 3 

per year.   4 

The number of fixed cardiac catheterization 5 

equipment required is determined by dividing the number 6 

of weighted or diagnostic equivalent procedures performed 7 

at each facility by 1200 procedures, which is 80% of the 8 

1500 capacity.  The calculated number of required units 9 

of equipment is compared with the current inventory to 10 

determine if there is a need.   11 

Steps two, methodology part two.  If no unit 12 

of fixed cardiac catheterization equipment is located in 13 

a service area, a need exists for one shared, fixed 14 

cardiac catheterization equipment when the number of 15 

mobile procedures done in the service area exceeds 240 or 16 

80% of 300 capacity per year for eight hours per week in 17 

operation at that site.  And with that, that concludes 18 

the review of Chapter 9, cardiac catheterization need 19 

methodology. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  Does anyone 21 

have a question about the methodologies currently 22 

outlined in the plan? 23 

(No response.) 24 

SPEAKER 1:  Let's move on, then, to the 25 
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petition to change the cardiac catheterization need 1 

determination methodology submitted by Rex Healthcare.  2 

Paige, if you could do the Agency review. 3 

SPEAKER 2:  Yes, sir.  So the Petitioner was 4 

Rex Hospital and we received two comments, which were in 5 

opposition to the petition.  The request was the 6 

Petitioner requests that the methodology for determining 7 

need for cardiac catheterization equipment in North 8 

Carolina be revised for the 2017 State Medical Facilities 9 

Plan.   10 

Specifically, the Petitioner requests 11 

changes to step five and six of the cardiac 12 

catheterization methodology so that the number of units 13 

of fixed cardiac catheterization equipment needed is 14 

calculated for each hospital and a need determination is 15 

generated irrespective of surpluses at other hospitals in 16 

the service area with the exception of hospitals under 17 

common ownership where the surpluses and deficits would 18 

be totaled. 19 

In Table 1 in the Agency report is a review 20 

of the statewide data.  It indicates a continued decrease 21 

in the number of procedures in 2014, the data year of the 22 

2016 State Medical Facilities Plan.   23 

The current methodology, along with the 24 

declining procedure volumes are currently generating very 25 
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few need determinations across the state.  This year, 1 

there was one need determination in Cumberland County 2 

generated by the standard methodology for fixed cardiac 3 

catheterization equipment. 4 

Applying the proposed methodology to data 5 

drawn from the 2016 SMFP, which is the most recent full 6 

data set we have available, generates need determinations 7 

in Cumberland and Wake Counties.  Under the proposed 8 

methodology, Wake County would be the only affected 9 

county since the existing approved methodology generated 10 

a need in Cumberland County. 11 

Also, the Petitioner in the current written 12 

request, and at the March 2nd, 2016 public hearing, 13 

indicated that there would be a meeting between WakeMed 14 

and Rex Hospital which would be -- take place in the 15 

coming weeks to discuss collaboration on the issues as 16 

discussed in the petition.  The Agency is interested to 17 

see if a mutual, agreeable resolution may be reached.   18 

The limitations of the methodology as cited 19 

in the Petitioner's request and the outcome of the 20 

proposed methodology are evident only in Wake County.  21 

Data shows a continued decline in cardiac catheterization 22 

procedures and relatively few need determinations 23 

generated by the current methodology.  In the future, any 24 

broad examination of the cardiac cath methodology should 25 
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include questions brought forth in this petition.   1 

Given the available information and comments 2 

submitted by March 18th, the Agency recommends denial of 3 

the petition.  This concludes the presentation. 4 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Paige.  I have 5 

traditionally treated the Agency recommendation as a -- 6 

as a motion, as a basis of discussion, so the proposal is 7 

to deny the petition as submitted.  It is now open for 8 

discussion.   9 

Trey, did you have anything you wanted to 10 

offer on this? 11 

SPEAKER 3:  I would be curious to know if 12 

anybody's heard about the meeting from WakeMed or Rex, if 13 

there's been any update on a collegial understanding of 14 

how to possibly make this work like we asked them to do 15 

last year, and if we could get an update on that from 16 

either party. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  To the best of my knowledge, I'm 18 

not aware that we have that information at this point, 19 

but it's an area that we will remain interested in 20 

without question.  Yes, sir. 21 

SPEAKER 4:  I have a question, Dr. 22 

(Indiscernible).  Is there -- is there another facility 23 

or another way, rather than changing the entire policy 24 

for this particular -- across the state, for them to 25 
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petition or for this to work? 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Yes. They could -- they could 2 

decide to file what's called a Special Need Petition, 3 

which would have a filing date in late July or early 4 

August.  I haven't looked it up.  I think it's early 5 

August, typically, and then we consider that at the fall 6 

meeting of this committee before the plan.  They 7 

submitted a request through this mechanism unsuccessfully 8 

in the past.  That doesn't mean that the next, you know, 9 

request will or will not be denied.  It has to stand on 10 

its own merits. 11 

So implicit in the Agency analysis is that 12 

the Special Need Petition channel remains available for 13 

local needs, and what that's designed to do is to get 14 

away from the one size fits all issue, recognizing you 15 

can't write a rule that fits every -- every space.   16 

That Special Needs Petition process is meant 17 

to identify where adjustments need to be made based on 18 

local conditions that don't fit the assumptions of the 19 

methodology.   20 

So the answer is there are other -- there 21 

are other channels, and a local agreement could also be a 22 

solution in the process.    23 

Dr. Patel, anything you would like to offer 24 

on this or -- 25 
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SPEAKER 5:  An amicable solution would be 1 

great.  I mean, the physicians at Rex, one of them who is 2 

here, they do phenomenal work.  They're very well 3 

trained.  They do unique things.  An amicable solution 4 

would be wonderful.   5 

There's amicable time slots available at, 6 

really, hospitals in the vicinity, so -- but that's 7 

between UNC and Rex.  I mean, and so I agree with Trey.  8 

It would be great to have a update. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  We will do our best to obtain 10 

one as we get closer to the next meeting.  That would, of 11 

course, impact -- if they come to an agreement, there 12 

will be no Special Need Petition necessary in the August 13 

filing, if a mutual solution can be found.   14 

I'll also emphasize that -- and you have 15 

heard me say this before, that as we have the capacity to 16 

do so, we will, as long as I'm chair, we will go through 17 

methodology reviews to look at what revisions or changes 18 

or what's working and what's not working and this type of 19 

a request would be included in that review as to whether 20 

or not a facility-based model might be a better model 21 

than a county or health service area model going forward, 22 

but we don't have the -- you can't make that kind of a 23 

review in this short time cycle and have the input you 24 

need to have, so we will put that in the, if you want, in 25 
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the file folder for when we have the opportunity to 1 

undertake that. 2 

SPEAKER 5:  One of the questions I would 3 

have is are the cardiac catheterizations decreasing 4 

nationwide or -- I mean, I would assume we're not any 5 

different in North Carolina, but I don't know.  I don't 6 

want to assume. 7 

SPEAKER 1:  I don't have data personally 8 

that I -- you know, that I'm familiar with, but I think 9 

the trend reflects a national trend based on comments 10 

that have been offered by others.   11 

I also am very cognizant of the physician 12 

comments at the first meeting of the full committee about 13 

late cases, night call, bumping cases.  That is not the 14 

way any facility wants to operate and I'm very empathetic 15 

to that because I've lived that life, but the problem is 16 

to find an equitable solution that helps ameliorate that 17 

situation, which I stated last time, was a result of 18 

conscious, voluntary decisions by the parties involved, 19 

sort of a market competitive thing in a way, but that's 20 

what -- that's the outcome of it. 21 

So, as I said, if we have the opportunity to 22 

form a work group on the entire need methodology, this 23 

certainly would be an issue that would be brought back to 24 

that discussion going forward, but that's not what we're 25 
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capable of doing in this immediate review cycle.   1 

Jeff, anything you want to add or -- 2 

SPEAKER 6:  I would just add that the 3 

landscape of medicine has changed dramatically since 4 

these rules were -- 5 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 6 

SPEAKER 6:  -- enacted and the application 7 

of the methodologies that we're currently using, I think 8 

in the present and the future, need to be revised for 9 

just such reasons as this.  Business follows quality and 10 

cost and it's ever more increasingly the cost that 11 

matters, not only to the consumer, the end consumer, but 12 

the intermediaries, the insurance companies, the federal 13 

government, and the distribution of assets, both human 14 

and equipment, is following a pattern that I think has 15 

changed in the last 20 years, certainly. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 17 

SPEAKER 6:  So I would really suspect that 18 

we should visit those rules sooner rather than later. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  Yes.  I made a -- I agree with 20 

you.  You know, the assumptions that underline the 21 

methodology, which includes sort of free movement of 22 

physicians and patients, that marketplace is different 23 

now and we need to think through that very carefully. 24 

SPEAKER 6:  Uh-huh. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  On the phone, Kelly, Valerie? 1 

SPEAKER:  I don't have anything further to 2 

add.  I'd be interested in seeing if we can -- we can put 3 

a working group together to -- to reevaluate the 4 

methodology. 5 

SPEAKER 1:  So noted.   6 

SPEAKER:  This is Valerie.  I don't have 7 

anything further to add, either, other than what's 8 

already been said. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Great.  Okay.  If there are no 10 

further items of discussion or viewpoints that have not 11 

been expressed, and I'm happy to hear more, a vote "yes" 12 

will be to adopt the Agency recommendation, which is to 13 

deny the petition, so a yes is for denial of the petition 14 

because that's what the recommendation is. 15 

So all of those who are going to vote yes, 16 

please signify by saying "aye." 17 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 18 

SPEAKER 1:  Are there any -- 19 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Aye, okay.  The other phone?  I 21 

only heard one -- 22 

SPEAKER:  Aye. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Aye.  Anyone, no?  24 

(No response.) 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  So the vote is unanimous to 1 

adopt the Agency recommendation.   2 

We now need a motion to adopt the cardiac 3 

catheterization section for -- that we have reviewed. 4 

SPEAKER:  Motion. 5 

SPEAKER 1:  Trey?  I'll let Brian be the 6 

second.   7 

Now, a vote for yes is to indicate that, 8 

basically, the first past review, including the decision 9 

on the petition, is our -- is the outcome of this 10 

discussion, so all those voting yes, say "aye." 11 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  It's unanimous.   13 

--------------------------------------------------------- 14 

5/25/2016 - SHCC Recording 15 

43:29 to 1:21:35 16 

SPEAKER 1:  The final report on the 17 

committee side is the Technology and Equipment Committee 18 

and, as chairman of that committee, I will give the 19 

report to the council.   20 

The Technology and Equipment Committee met 21 

on 30 March, 2016 and 27 April, 2016.  Topics reviewed 22 

and discussed included current policies, assumptions and 23 

methodologies for lithotripsy, Gamma Knife, linear 24 

accelerators, positron emission tomography, PET scanners, 25 
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magnetic resonance imaging scanners, cardiac 1 

catheterization equipment for the proposed 2017 SMFP. 2 

Preliminary drafts of need projections 3 

generated by the standard methodologies were reviewed.  4 

One petition requesting a new policy for MRI scanners was 5 

reviewed and voted on.  One petition requesting changes 6 

to the methodology for cardiac catheterization was 7 

reviewed and voted on.  One petition requesting changes 8 

in the methodology for lithotripsy was reviewed and voted 9 

on.  Policy TE-3, a plan exemption for fixed magnetic 10 

resonance scanners, was also examined.   11 

The following is an overview of the 12 

committee's recommendations for consideration by the 13 

North Carolina State Health Coordinating Council in 14 

preparation of Chapter 9, Technology and Equipment, for 15 

the proposed 2017 plan.  The report is organized by the 16 

equipment sections of Chapter 9. 17 

Chapter 9 lithotripsy, there is one petition 18 

and three comments on this section of the chapter.  The 19 

Petitioner was Hampton Roads Lithotripsy, Incorporated, 20 

or LLC.  The request was for Hampton Roads Lithotripsy, 21 

LLC, that the North Carolina 2017 State Medical 22 

Facilities Plan include a new policy regarding 23 

lithotripsy.  There were three comments in opposition and 24 

no supporting comments. 25 
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A discussion during the committee meeting 1 

included lithotripter inventory, capacity and this year's 2 

need determination as detailed in the 2016 SMFP.  The 3 

members also discussed geographical distribution of sites 4 

as outlined in the Agency's report.  The committee voted 5 

unanimously to recommend denying this petition.   6 

   Application of the methodology based on data 7 

and information currently available results in no need 8 

determination for lithotripsy services in the statewide 9 

service area at this time.   10 

Chapter 9, Gamma Knife.  There were no 11 

petitions or comments on this section of the chapter.  12 

Based on the data and information currently available, no 13 

draft need determinations have been identified at this 14 

time.   15 

Chapter 9, linear accelerators.  There were 16 

no petitions or comments on this section of the chapter.  17 

Applications of the methodology based on data and 18 

information currently available result in no draft need 19 

determinations at this time. 20 

Chapter 9, positron emission tomography 21 

scanners.  There were no petitions or comments for this 22 

section of the chapter.  Application of the methodology 23 

based on data and information currently available results 24 

in one draft need determination for HSA 4.   25 
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This is an update from the information 1 

initially presented at the April 27th committee meeting.  2 

Duke Raleigh Hospital, with four linear accelerators, 3 

exceeding 12,500 ESTV procedures generated a need through 4 

the methodology part two.   5 

Chapter 9, magnetic resonance imaging 6 

scanners.  There was one petition on this section of the 7 

chapter.  Petitioner was Cape Fear Valley Health System.  8 

Cape Fear Valley Health System requested the CHIC to 9 

continue its discussion regarding fixed MRI in community 10 

hospitals and requested that a new policy, TE-3, fixed 11 

MRI scanners in community hospitals, be included in the 12 

2017 State Medical Facilities Plan.   13 

Four comments were received on this 14 

petition.  Members of the committee acknowledged the 15 

recent history of petitions related to MRI capacity for 16 

small hospitals located in counties without fixed MRI 17 

scanners.  Discussions included the number of procedures 18 

required to break even on a machine, the need for MRI 19 

capabilities for emergency services and the development 20 

of additional service lines requiring MRI scans. 21 

There was a consensus that the methodology 22 

provided a barrier to obtaining MRI scanners.  Members 23 

suggested the threshold may be too high for small 24 

counties.  The committee voted unanimously to recommend 25 
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to deny the petition.  Dr. Ulrich, the chair of the 1 

committee, requested staff develop a policy to present at 2 

the second committee meeting on April 27th.   3 

New policy TE-3, plan exemption for fixed 4 

magnetic resonance imaging scanners.  Qualified 5 

applicants may apply for a fixed magnetic resonance 6 

imaging scanner.  To qualify, the health service facility 7 

proposing to acquire the fixed MRI scanner shall 8 

demonstrate in its certificate of need application that 9 

it is a licensed North Carolina acute care hospital with 10 

emergency care coverage 24 hours a day, seven days a week 11 

and is located in a county that does not currently have 12 

an existing or approved fixed MRI scanner as reflected in 13 

the inventory in the applicable State Medical Facilities 14 

Plan. 15 

The applicant shall demonstrate that the 16 

proposed fixed MRI scanner will perform at least 850 17 

weighted MRI procedures during the third full operating 18 

year.  The performance standards listed in 10(a) NCAC 19 

14(c).2703 would not be applicable.  The fixed MRI 20 

scanner must be located on the hospital's main campus as 21 

defined in 131(e)-176-(14n)A.   22 

I don't know that any of us actually know 23 

what those regulations are by that identifier, but these 24 

are technical, related to the standards under which they 25 
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have to be operated to be a successful applicant. 1 

SPEAKER:  And Dr. Ulrich -- did the 850 2 

threshold, did that change or is that the same standard 3 

as before? 4 

SPEAKER 1:  The prior standard for a single 5 

county was 1716 scans.  That was derived in 2003 when 6 

operating costs were higher.  The policy was developed by 7 

the staff at the request of the Technology and Equipment 8 

Committee and was presented at the April 27 committee 9 

meeting.  The committee recommends the following. 10 

The committee discussed the 850 threshold 11 

and had further conversation about the break even for a 12 

machine.  Members expressed support of counties with no 13 

fixed MRI scanner, obtaining the equipment through a 14 

policy.  The committee recommends including Policy TE-3 15 

in the proposed 2017 plan.   16 

Let me also say that this is voluntary and 17 

not required.  It is an opportunity.  It will allow these 18 

institutions to apply for a CON without a Special Need 19 

Petition.   20 

We have entertained, I believe, five similar 21 

petitions over a period of years and this will reduce the 22 

cost for those small institutions to pursue this, should 23 

they deem it necessary. 24 

Similarly, if they're satisfied with their 25 
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current service, that arrangement can be maintained or 1 

improved as time evolves, so it's an opportunity, not a 2 

requirement and it sets the threshold that based on the 3 

data numbers submitted in several of the applications is 4 

an achievable number for an institution.   5 

Again, the adoption of this by the committee 6 

was unanimous.  The application of the methodology based 7 

on data and information currently available results in 8 

two need determinations for fixed MRI scanners in Lincoln 9 

and Mecklenburg Counties at this time.   10 

    There was one petition with two comments 11 

to this petition received on the cardiac catheterization 12 

equipment section.  The Petitioner was UNC Rex 13 

Healthcare.  The Petitioner requested that the 14 

methodology for determining need for cardiac 15 

catheterization equipment in North Carolina be revised 16 

for the 2017 State Medical Facilities Plan.    17 

   Specifically, the Petitioner requests 18 

changes to steps five and six of the cardiac 19 

catheterization methodology one so that, in quotations, 20 

"The number of units of fixed cardiac catheterization 21 

equipment needed is calculated for each hospital and the 22 

need determination is generated irrespective of surpluses 23 

at other hospitals in the service area," closed quotes, 24 

with the exception of hospitals under common ownership 25 
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where the "surpluses," again in quotations, "and deficits 1 

would be totaled," close quotes.  Two comments were 2 

received about this petition.  Both were in opposition.   3 

The committee discussed the recent history 4 

of the petitions for both methodology changes and 5 

adjusted need determinations.  Using data from the most 6 

recent SMFP, changes to the methodology as outlined in 7 

the petition would impact only Rex Healthcare, the 8 

Petitioner.   9 

Since the current methodology produces very 10 

few need determinations, and over the years the adjusted 11 

need determinations process has been used successfully in 12 

special situations, the committee unanimously recommended 13 

denying this specific petition.   14 

The application and the methodology based on 15 

data and information currently available results in one 16 

need determination for fixed cardiac catheterization 17 

equipment in Cumberland County at this time.   18 

Recommendations.  The committee recommends 19 

the current assumptions methodologies and draft tables 20 

for lithotripsy, Gamma Knife, linear accelerators, PET 21 

scanners, MRI scanners and cardiac catheterization 22 

equipment be accepted for the proposed 2017 plan.   23 

   References to dates will be advanced one 24 

year as appropriate.  The committee authorizes the staff 25 
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to update all narratives, tables and need determinations 1 

for the proposed 2017 plan as new and corrected data are 2 

received.  Need determinations, as always, are subject to 3 

change.   4 

So the recommendation to adapt the committee 5 

report in total needs a motion and then a second and then 6 

we can discuss it. 7 

SPEAKER:  So moved. 8 

SPEAKER:  Second. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  Seconded.  It is now open for 10 

discussion.  Rob? 11 

SPEAKER:  I read the -- this TE-3, comments 12 

from Triangle, you know, where they pointed out that the 13 

CMS reimbursement from Medicare for MRIs is 12 and a half 14 

percent higher at the hospital and 52% higher with 15 

commercial insurance if done at the hospital versus, you 16 

know, a private, you know, provider who might want to -- 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Uh-huh. 18 

SPEAKER:  -- offer the same services.  What 19 

was the discussion on that? 20 

SPEAKER 1:  If this were a statewide 21 

methodology change, that concern would be more pertinent.  22 

In these small counties with a single provider hospital, 23 

and the coverage -- basically, acute critical access 24 

hospitals in a limited number of counties, the 25 
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possibility of opening a separate facility is virtually  1 

-- financially, virtually nil.   2 

So that -- and, in fact, the current mobile 3 

service has the same, you know, gradient issue in terms 4 

of payments.  Volumes are very low.  So there is 5 

virtually no -- in my opinion, virtually no possibility 6 

of creating a lower cost, if you will, entry point unless 7 

that hospital chose to create a freestanding facility. 8 

However, the petitioner needs in multiple 9 

petitions was for access for acute evaluation of 10 

emergency room and inpatient emergencies related to 11 

stroke and several other conditions, so that I think the 12 

committee felt fairly strongly that whatever installation 13 

is made, it had to be not only on the campus, but 14 

connected to the existing facility so that inpatient 15 

access was facilitated without requiring transportation. 16 

SPEAKER:  So do any of these facilities now 17 

have mobile scanners that just come like a certain day of 18 

the week?  Is that the problem? 19 

SPEAKER 1:  That's -- well, it's not a 20 

problem, but it's a -- it's -- these are long-standing -- 21 

yeah.  There is limited availability in terms of a 22 

24/7/365.   23 

We've had a number of petitions, some 24 

accepted, some not, which indicated that they had trouble 25 
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sustaining their orthopedic surgery practice with the 1 

limited service available in a mobile.  They could not 2 

recruit oncologists or some other specialty line to the 3 

community that required MR as a basic, you know, 4 

function, and they had this emergency need where they 5 

could not adequately evaluate an admittedly low number of 6 

patients, but ones with a very acute and potentially 7 

catastrophic health condition. 8 

And this revolves around the Dosher 9 

petition, the Person petition, et cetera, et cetera, and 10 

so it's a very limited solution.  What it really does, 11 

Rob, is get us out of having to -- these hospitals go 12 

through special need determinations by creating a very 13 

narrow, voluntary exception or voluntary pathway through 14 

this policy, and my guess is only a couple are likely to 15 

even take advantage, that in many cases they're satisfied 16 

with their current arrangements or don't want to take on 17 

the financial burden of changing those arrangements, but 18 

it will be a voluntary business decision and, you know, 19 

we can go from there. 20 

We did not have a discussion about changing 21 

the current need methodology for MR scanners in the rest 22 

of the state at this time.  I'll make the observation 23 

that the need in Mecklenburg County did not draw a 24 

physician group applicant this year, but it was 25 
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available. 1 

SPEAKER:  We missed that one. 2 

SPEAKER 1:  I expected you to be there, but 3 

it -- I understand, and there will be -- currently, 4 

there's one in the plan for next year again, but I think 5 

people are making judgments about what five and seven 6 

years later in the healthcare system looks like in the 7 

crystal ball.  I think you'd agree with me, it is a 8 

little cloudy.   9 

SPEAKER:  To say the least. 10 

SPEAKER 1:  So in any event, it was a very 11 

limited discussion at a very targeted subgroup of 12 

hospitals that have a very challenged financial 13 

environment, but are critical to those communities having 14 

access to care, and that's all it will effect.   15 

SPEAKER:  I understand.  Thank you. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah.  Any other questions?  17 

That was an excellent question and I was happy to discuss 18 

it, but are there any other concerns about any of the 19 

items in that report?   20 

(No response.) 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Seeing no one holding their hand 22 

up, we will move to voting on the -- the committee report 23 

for adoption for the proposed plan, recognizing we still 24 

have a comment period that people can help us with.  All 25 
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those in favor of adopting the acute -- or the Technology 1 

and Equipment Committee report signify by saying "aye." 2 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Admitted.  Thank you.  It is 4 

adopted unanimously.   5 

Now, we have as our usual duty another two 6 

votes related to formal adoption of the proposed 2017 7 

SMFP as accepted by committee report.  We need to adopt 8 

the entire plan so that it can be posted and go out for 9 

public comment.  The approved recommendations of the 10 

three standing committees are another step in the 11 

development of the 2017 SMFP.  I need a motion to adopt 12 

the entire proposed 2017 SMFP.  13 

SPEAKER:  Motion. 14 

SPEAKER 1:  And a second, please? 15 

SPEAKER:  Second. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  All of those in favor of 17 

adopting the plan as currently constructed, signify by 18 

saying "aye." 19 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 20 

SPEAKER 1:  Any opposed? 21 

(No response.) 22 

SPEAKER 1:  Kurt, did you vote? 23 

SPEAKER:  Yes. 24 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  It's unanimous.  We need 25 
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a second vote to direct the health planning staff to 1 

continue to update tables, narratives and need 2 

determinations for the proposed 2017 SMFP as new and 3 

corrected data is received.  Motion, please? 4 

SPEAKER:  So moved. 5 

SPEAKER 1:  Moved.  Second? 6 

SPEAKER:  Second. 7 

SPEAKER 1:  Sandra.  A vote "yes" is to 8 

essentially allow the process of continuing data 9 

integrity and table correction.  All those in favor, 10 

signify by saying "aye." 11 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  Any opposed? 13 

(No response.) 14 

SPEAKER 1:  It's unanimous.  We will now 15 

review the public hearing schedule, which will be 16 

provided by Mr. Mark Payne, the assistant secretary for 17 

audit and health service regulation.  Mark? 18 

SPEAKER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  We have 19 

scheduled six public hearings.  The first is in 20 

Greensboro on Tuesday, July 12th from 1:30 to 2:30 at the 21 

Women's Hospital.  The second is in Asheville on Friday, 22 

July 15th from 1:30 to 2:30 at Mountain Area Health 23 

Educational Center.  The third is in Greenville on 24 

Tuesday, July 19th from 1:30 to 2:30 at the Pitt County 25 
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office building, Commissioner's Auditorium.  The next is 1 

in Wilmington on Friday, July 22nd, 2016 from 1:30 to 2 

2:30 at the New Hanover County Public Library.  The next 3 

is in Concord on Monday, July 25th from 1:30 to 2:30 in 4 

the CMC Northeast Campus Medical Arts Classroom 1, 2 and 5 

3, and then the final meeting will be here in this room 6 

on Thursday, July 28th from 1:30 to 2:30.   7 

Copies of the list of public hearings are 8 

available at the sign-in table and also we request that 9 

people who will be speaking provide a written copy of 10 

their comments. 11 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Mr. Secretary.  12 

Again, I urge CHIC members to try to make an effort.  13 

Yes, Mark? 14 

SPEAKER:  I believe on the sign-up sheet for 15 

the Concord it says it's on Wednesday.  It's just an 16 

error there on the sign-up sheet. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  And what is the correct -- 18 

SPEAKER:  It's on Monday, I believe, Monday 19 

the 25th.  It says Wednesday, the 25th, I think.   20 

SPEAKER:  Monday, the 25th, I believe is 21 

correct. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  I appreciate that updated data.  23 

SPEAKER:  I would have shown up late two 24 

days. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  Yeah, but I might have come two 1 

days late.  Again, it's important for the CHIC members to 2 

try to attend one or more of these meetings if feasible.  3 

I got -- I have one of the two sign-up sheets back.  I'm 4 

not sure where the other one is.  Kelly's already got it?  5 

Miss Kelly collects those and she will give me a summary.  6 

I will typically designate a member of the council to be 7 

the chair of a particular public hearing based on who 8 

signed up and the staff will be there to support you.   9 

You will be given a set of instructions 10 

about how to do it, so you will not be alone as you go 11 

through that process.  I have always found the hearings 12 

to be both informative and amicable, in terms of the 13 

attitude in the room.  14 

Rob, you look like you have a question. 15 

SPEAKER:  I have some more business I wanted 16 

to bring up. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, we'll get there.   18 

SPEAKER:  All right. 19 

SPEAKER 1:  The -- where am I here?  Okay.  20 

Now, also, before we get to the old business, I will 21 

briefly review the remaining committee and full council 22 

meeting dates for this year.  For the entire State 23 

Healthcare Coordinating Council, which is the meeting we 24 

have today, there will be a meeting on September 7th, 25 
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2016 which is required by the executive order to be held 1 

quarterly. 2 

We have done this as a telephone conference 3 

call.  There will be no substantive votes taken at that 4 

meeting, but we will provide information on the petitions 5 

which were filed, comments that may have been made that 6 

were perhaps previously unheard by the committee and 7 

other information items.  My expectation is that that 8 

conference call would be unlikely to extend beyond one 9 

hour, but we need to have that meeting and record it to 10 

stay within our charter. 11 

The last business meeting of the year will 12 

be October 5th in this room.  At that time, we will have 13 

the committee reports on the Special Need Petitions and 14 

other actions of our three committee and we will adopt a 15 

revised SMFP for 2017 that will be submitted to the 16 

governor for his review and ultimate signature, and that 17 

will conclude our formal cycle for planning for this 18 

year. 19 

The committee meetings for -- that precede 20 

that final October meeting are the Acute Care Services 21 

Committee, which is September 13, 2016 in this room, the 22 

Long-term and Behavioral Health Committee, which is 23 

September 9th in this room, and Technology and Equipment 24 

Committee meeting September 14th, 2016 in this room.  Are 25 
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there any questions about the committee or the council 1 

meetings? 2 

(No response.) 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  Is there any old business 4 

that the CHIC needs to address?  Dr. McBride? 5 

SPEAKER:  Yes, sir.  So three times this 6 

year Mr. Lawler has brought up in here, twice in the CHIC 7 

and once with the Acute Care Services Committee, that the 8 

CHIC should consider instituting a financial penalty or 9 

sending a CON for the (indiscernible) demonstration 10 

projects if any of the projects did not reach their 7% 11 

charity care.  In fact, Dr. Green put that on the agenda 12 

for the September meeting. 13 

So -- and I'm not worried about it from our 14 

demonstration part.  I think we have over 7% in our 15 

report, but I -- so I wondered -- the question is does 16 

the CHIC actually have the authority to do any of those 17 

two things, and so I called a bunch of people who I 18 

thought might know the answer to that, including the 19 

medical society, who didn't know the answer, a CON 20 

consultant that we've used who didn't know the answer, 21 

and somebody who had served on the CHIC for a long period 22 

of time and did not know the answer, either.   23 

So -- but I was able to get to the bottom of 24 

it and hopefully either Ms. Ferrell or Ms. Bergen from 25 
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the attorney general's office will confirm what I'm going 1 

to tell you.   2 

The imposition of a financial penalty is at 3 

the authority of the general assembly, and so the State 4 

Medical Facilities Plan, of course, is the governor's 5 

plan.  If a financial penalty was put into it, it would 6 

be void because we don't really have the authority to do 7 

that. 8 

The other has to do with rescinding a CON.  9 

The CHIC does not issue CONs because the CHIC does not 10 

have the authority to rescind CONs, and I know you know 11 

that lies solely with the authority of the CON section.  12 

   And if you read the 2010 State Medical 13 

Facility Plan, which I've done and it's easy to pull up, 14 

although it's really thick, of course, there's clear 15 

language and direction given to the CON section should 16 

any of those things happen, either the demonstration 17 

projects don't report as they're supposed to or don't 18 

reach their targets, their action and authority given to 19 

them is what they're supposed to do. 20 

So it would be my -- my opinion, hopefully 21 

the attorney general's office, that the CON does not have 22 

the authority to do any of those two things and doesn't 23 

really need to because the 2010 CHIC already put that 24 

language in there.   25 
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SPEAKER:  And what does the language say 1 

that can -- 2 

SPEAKER:  The language directs them to take 3 

any of the demonstration projects to the -- well, they 4 

direct them to the Wake County Court, Alice -- 5 

SPEAKER:  Okay. 6 

SPEAKER:  -- or the county that they live in 7 

to force them to do those things is what it says.   8 

They also interestingly had language in 9 

there that says after five years of collection data, 10 

which will be next year, that we're supposed to 11 

potentially create a task force to review that data and 12 

look at potentially putting demonstration projects 13 

elsewhere in the state, so in a year from now, I would 14 

guess that that's what we should do. 15 

SPEAKER:  Mr. Chairman, just a point of 16 

clarity.  So, first of all, I appreciate my colleague's 17 

comments and my intent in regards to just asking the 18 

question was not, you know, to break out a legislative 19 

stick.   20 

I mean, the intent of asking the question 21 

is, you know, what process do we have in place once we 22 

grant a pilot to monitor how that pilot is being 23 

successful because, in fact, you know what we're doing is 24 

we're saying that in exchange for the opportunity to test 25 
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a theory that people are going to get better care, 1 

cheaper care or we're going to create greater access 2 

points to the people of the state, in exchange for that 3 

there are certain benchmarks and certain gates that, you 4 

know, those organizations that are participating in the 5 

pilot are saying that they're going to meet. 6 

So my question really was directed toward, 7 

you know, what's the process that we go through or use, 8 

you know, to either provide oversight or to help coach 9 

organizations up that may not be hitting those 10 

thresholds?  You know, there are certainly, you know, 11 

legislative or other rules or regs that kind of oversight 12 

-- you know, provide oversight to all of that, but, you 13 

know, the reason that you have a pilot is to satisfy 14 

either an assertion or, you know, an experiment to say by 15 

doing this and doing something differently, it provides 16 

greater benefit for the folks that we're serving.  17 

So, you know, my suggestion was not a stick 18 

suggestion.  It was, you know, how are we involved in 19 

providing oversight, support and encouragement to hit 20 

those targets that are outlined in that pilot. 21 

SPEAKER:  Thank you. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  All right.  My intention has 23 

been to take those demonstration projects and have 24 

periodic reviews of the data probably through the 25 
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committee process.  The creation of a taskforce will be 1 

discussable when we reach that point.  It's going to 2 

depend on bandwidth and a number of other things, but I'm 3 

not opposed to having that discussion.   4 

There are a number of other unresolved 5 

issues, including what happens when a pilot really fails.  6 

Secondly, if you look in the tables, there are a number 7 

of older pilots which have run well past five years and 8 

that don't really have an upgrade path or, you know, a 9 

longer term placeholder in the plan that we have never 10 

really, forthrightly dealt with or, you know -- you know, 11 

what do you do if you -- if the idea no longer works? 12 

SPEAKER:  But, you know, when we created the 13 

dental projects just recently, I had, personally, a 14 

concern that they had a business plan that was going to 15 

succeed, so that would certainly be one that we want to  16 

keep a close eye on. 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Sure.  Sure, and I don't -- I 18 

have not asked for an update.  When's our first 19 

application date, Martha, for the dental -- 20 

SPEAKER:  We've already had that deadline. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  And who -- 22 

SPEAKER:  We received three applications. 23 

SPEAKER 1:  Three applications.  And who 24 

were they?  Can you name the applicants by memory? 25 
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SPEAKER:  No.  Actually, we've had two of 1 

the need determinations.  We have the -- the analysts are 2 

doing reviews in the room.  We have two applications for 3 

both of them, I think, so there's a competing one in 4 

Greenville and that's competing with one in Fayetteville, 5 

and then we have two proposals here in Wake County -- 6 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay. 7 

SPEAKER:  -- one in Garner, one in Raleigh. 8 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  And the second tier of 9 

applications for the other HSAs? 10 

SPEAKER:  Those are July -- 11 

SPEAKER 1:  July? 12 

SPEAKER:  -- reviews, so they'll be due in 13 

June, so they're due fairly soon. 14 

SPEAKER 1:  Okay.  So then there's the 15 

question we've talked about before of what I call zombie 16 

CONs where people have one and don't act on it.  Some 17 

people might characterize it as a form of cyber 18 

squatting, but those, I think, have largely diminished as 19 

people have taken seriously that those need to be acted 20 

on and there have been some discussion, both in the 21 

Agency and in this committee in the past, about that. 22 

We have never set a time limit, a dead end  23 

-- you know, kind of a drop dead limit to act in the 24 

Agency or in the -- but they have to keep filing updates 25 
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and then the Agency -- correct me if I'm wrong, but my 1 

understanding is basically they have to keep filing 2 

updates and the Agency can approve those and go forward 3 

and, you know, try to get them to the end point. 4 

The problem with some of them are they're in 5 

the -- they get in the plan as a denominator, but there's 6 

no -- there's no volume and then they become a 7 

suppression, you know, in how we calculate data, so 8 

that's not fair to other people, either, so there's got 9 

to be a happy medium in there somewhere. 10 

SPEAKER:  Perhaps some folks might have a 11 

thought because Dr. McBride triggered something in 12 

regards to what happened recently is we had approved a 13 

linear accelerator for a private urology group and I'm 14 

not sure what happened.  And I was in support of it, in 15 

general, but we approved it and they were waiting to get 16 

it online.   17 

I think they got it online and then I'm not 18 

sure what happened, but it's very interesting that that 19 

CON was approved and was sold to the highest bidder in 20 

Wake County, and the highest bidder is not always the 21 

best valued institution. 22 

In this county, we had three institutions 23 

and the bid was lost to the highest bidder, and the 24 

highest bids often have to do with which hospital in a 25 
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multi-hospital county gets the most money or has the most 1 

money, and I don't think that would be our objective, 2 

although I have a solution to deal with that, but it 3 

raises the fact that when a CON is provided or, in this 4 

case, linear accelerator for treating prostate cancer and 5 

if somebody goes under -- it's not about going under and 6 

having to unleash their equipment and get back what they 7 

invested.  The issue at hand is when you sell it to the 8 

highest bidder, if that highest bidder gets more money 9 

from the insurance industry, that doesn't serve anybody, 10 

really, very well in this county or many other counties 11 

were patients will be coming to this county for that kind 12 

of care. 13 

I don't have the answer to how we -- at no 14 

fault of our own, just tremendously increase the cost of 15 

care because even if that institution got a direct CON, 16 

it still did not have served well, and I spoke to the CEO 17 

of another hospital who lost out on the bid and they 18 

said, "We just couldn't match the bid," and I'd love to 19 

hear thoughts on something like that because that's very 20 

interesting. 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Well, I wasn't going to discuss 22 

the -- the purchaser is Rex Healthcare. 23 

SPEAKER:  Oh, I don't -- I don't care for 24 

the bid. 25 
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SPEAKER 1:  But it's a process and -- 1 

SPEAKER:  (Indiscernible) proposition. 2 

SPEAKER 1:  -- they are, as far as I can 3 

tell, still bound by the demonstration project 4 

requirements as the new -- the new operator of that CON.  5 

   This is not a CHIC-specific issue, per se.  6 

If you go back and look at the prior cycle of outpatient 7 

surgery centers that were established in the 1990s, 8 

virtually all of them were subsequently sold to either 9 

third-party operators or hospitals, whether it was on a 10 

bid basis or just a direct approach for purchase. 11 

They did not stay in the hands of the 12 

original applicant.  Some operated for a number of years.  13 

Some had a shorter life span before change and 14 

arrangement.  I think Rob's agreeing with me on that. 15 

SPEAKER:  Yes, he is (indiscernible) several 16 

(indiscernible). 17 

SPEAKER 1:  Right.  And in different parts 18 

of the state there were other purchasers, but we actually 19 

had a very similar sort of a cycle, but it was under 20 

standard CON arrangements rather than a -- than a 21 

demonstration project.   22 

I found this whole episode to be an unhappy 23 

moment, to put it nicely.  Somebody's chuckling on my 24 

other side here.  Especially after all the work that went 25 
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into that. 1 

And so, you know, my -- the only thing I can 2 

say is that I'm certainly going to watch and see that the 3 

demonstration project is fulfilled by the new owner as 4 

part of their obligation.  I believe they want to be 5 

compliant and we'll just, you know -- the rest of the 6 

process.   7 

SPEAKER:  I would like to clarify that once 8 

there's an existing facility, that the CON law requires 9 

us to exempt the acquisition if we are given prior 10 

written notice by a buyer.  We do not have any statutory 11 

authority to deny that.  There are no criteria. 12 

SPEAKER 1:  Right. 13 

SPEAKER:  As long as it's an existing 14 

facility and the buyer gives us prior written notice, 15 

it's exempt from CON. 16 

SPEAKER 1:  Correct, and we're not empowered 17 

to really alter that, but I think -- am I correct, 18 

Martha, they have to live up to the demonstration project 19 

requirements? 20 

SPEAKER:  Yes.  Anyone who subsequently 21 

acquires a health service facility that did obtain 22 

certificates of need, even if it was 20 or 30 years ago, 23 

they are required to comply with the material 24 

representation.  So whoever ends up acquiring a 25 
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demonstration project must comply with the 1 

representations made in that application regarding the 2 

demonstration project. 3 

SPEAKER 1:  Right.  Interesting -- you know, 4 

these are -- these are more about long-term financial 5 

arrangements and market forces.   6 

Anyone else have a question?  I will -- 7 

while people are thinking about whether they want to 8 

question, I will ambush my advisor at the attorney 9 

general's office to make sure that we have not 10 

overstepped or misrepresented the legal situation that 11 

this discussion kind of worked around.   12 

SPEAKER:  I haven't heard anything that's 13 

concerned me. 14 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  Good.  I don't want to be 15 

doing depositions. 16 

SPEAKER:  I'll represent you well if you 17 

have to. 18 

SPEAKER 1:  I'm confident that that will be 19 

taken care of, but I still have to make the afternoon 20 

off.  Rob, is there any action item or -- 21 

SPEAKER:  No, sir. 22 

SPEAKER 1:  I appreciated the research.  23 

There are a number of those kind of murky areas about, 24 

you know, where do you go and what do you do. 25 
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SPEAKER:  I thought Martha probably knew the 1 

answer, but I was afraid to ask her based on the 2 

statement you read at the beginning of each one of these 3 

meetings. 4 

SPEAKER:  It's not under review.   5 

SPEAKER 1:  And my understanding, Martha, is 6 

that the notice does not require a disclosure of the 7 

arrangements, only that there's a change of ownership? 8 

SPEAKER:  That is correct. 9 

SPEAKER 1:  So that's where we are, but I 10 

was disappointed that it's taken that course and I hope 11 

that the new owner vigorously pursues the demonstration 12 

project as intended and we'll see what happens. 13 

SPEAKER:  They're required to. 14 

SPEAKER 1:  Yeah.  Well, you can do it with 15 

enthusiasm or to the letter, but, in any event, it's 16 

there and I think that was a good discussion.   17 

Any additional old business or topics that 18 

any member of the council believes should be addressed 19 

that we're not addressing at this time? 20 

(No response.) 21 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  We have reached the point 22 

where I need a motion for adjournment. 23 

SPEAKER:  So moved. 24 

SPEAKER 1:  Seconded by somebody? 25 
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SPEAKER:  Second. 1 

SPEAKER 1:  Good.  All those in favor, say 2 

"aye." 3 

SPEAKERS:  Aye. 4 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you, Kurt, for being on 5 

the phone.   6 

SPEAKER:  All right.  Thank you. 7 

SPEAKER 1:  Thank you everyone and this 8 

meeting is officially adjourned.   9 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA ) 

COUNTY OF WAKE          ) 

 

          I, Lindsey D'Anne Cline, Certified Court Reporter, 

Notary Public in and for the above county and state, do 

hereby certify that the above proceedings were transcribed by 

me at the time and place hereinbefore set forth, under 

my direction and supervision, and that this is, to the best 

of my knowledge and belief, a true and correct transcript. 

          I further certify that I am neither of counsel to 

either party nor interested in the event of this case. 

          IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereto set my hand this 

the 15th day of July, 2016. 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

Lindsey D'Anne Cline, CVR, 

Notary Public, Wake County, 

North Carolina 

Notary No. 20002130221 
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